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 BONDMEN UNDER THE TUDORS

 BY ALEXANDER SAVINE.

 ReadS January I5th, I903.

 IN the Domesday Survey vgllanz; bordarfi, coZarzi, and servi
 included the great majority of the rural and also of the whole

 population. The intermixture of these classes created the

 apparently homogeneous mass of the villeins of the feudal

 age. No one has ever tried to work out for statistical

 purposes the rich store ot information concerning the sub-

 division of these classes that is accumulated in the maIlorial

 records and in the State surveys of the twelfth and thirteenth

 centuries. But the best modern authorities convey the im-

 pression that villeins holding in villeinage were typical of the

 feudal village and formed the bulk of the rural population.

 The twelfth and thirteenth centuries were a period of

 comparative social stability, followed, as it is generally

 supposed, by the great and rapid changes in the second half

 of the fourteenth century. The Tudor age is considered to

 be another period of transformation in the fabric of society,

 and when we come to the first Stuart the sery last of the

 ' bondmen^' as they are called now, vanishes before our eyes.

 The question naturally arises, When did the bulk of this

 the most numerous and perhaps the most important class of

 medizval society cease to exist P

 We have many opinions and few facts about the later

 villeinage. To begin with modern writers; Pro£ Thorold

 Rogers believed that the epidemics of the fourteenth century

 and the great peasants' rebellion practically destroyed personal

 serfdom. Already in the fifteenth century the villeins are
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 236 TRANSACTlONS OF THE ROYAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY

 very few, and for these few their serfdom is little more than a

 legal fiction. Whatever its value be, this opinion has at least

 the merit of clearness and logical consequence. The views of

 another authority are less pronounced, but he has clearly

 shown that the rebellion of I38I was not followed by the

 immediate and complete disappearance of serfdom, as Rogers

 erroneously affirmed. We have to look at the sixteenth

 century for this result.l

 Mr. Leadam, in his interesting article on ' The Last Days

 of Bondage in England,' a places the final disappearance of

 serfdom under Elizabeth's reign. He ascribes this fact to the

 psychological influence of Protestantism, hostile to bondage;

 to the Dissolution, which revealed the existence of bondmen

 in great numbers upon the ecclesiastical lands; and to the con-

 versions from arable to pasture, which dispensed with labour

 services. He states that real statistics of Tudor bondage are

 impossible because our evidence is too sparse and scanty.

 He considers the rights of the lord over his bondman to have

 been as real under the Tudors as in the time of Bracton; but

 he makes an important exception for the ' customary ' land in

 the possession of the bondman, assuming that such lands

 were guaranteed to the bondman by the law courts.

 Of late two further writers have expressed their views on

 the general economic and social significance of the Tudor

 villeinage. Mr. Cheyney's article contains3 little fresh informa-

 tion. His views are those of Rogers. He holds that already

 in the fifteenth century serfdom is to be regarded as a dead

 thing, while in the history of the inclosure movement (I450

 IS5°) questions of tenure only, not of personal servitude, arise.

 The bondman is a rarity, villeinage is only a shadowy survival.

 Thus the Glastonbury case is regarded as an exception, for

 tlx western part of England had always been the special

 home of servitude. Mr. Cheyney's perception of the import-

 ance of tracing the causes of the decay of villeinage is

 ' Cunningham, Gistorv of Industry axd Comm6rsc, i. 376, 402-3, 533;

 ii. 90,
 2 ,Q.R. ix. 348 65 $ E.g.R xv. 2637.
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 BONDMEN UNDER THE TUDORS  237

 excellent, but he hardly brings us much nearer to the

 solution of the problem. His chief inference is that the

 voluntary manumissions, the flights of the villeins, the

 attitude of the law courts in favour of liberty, explain very

 little in the decay of serfdom, as these agencies caused the

 emancipation of occasional persons, not of a whole class.

 The real causes of the decay of serEdom he believes to lie in

 the commutation of the labour services and the development

 of land leases. The inference is not new, but Mr. Cheyney

 does not discriminate between the legal forms and the under

 lying economic and moral causes of the disappearance of

 serfdom. Manumissions, flights, or, to use a technical term,

 the non-user of the seignorial rights and prescription on the

 part of the villein, and the decisions of the law courts are

 legal forms, and the only legal forms which -carried freedom

 to the bondman. All bondmen who became free attained

 their liberty either by manumission or by non-user of

 seignorial rights (for the most part as a consequence of living

 for a long time outside the manor) or by legal decision. No

 other means were possible This does not mean that these

 legal forms were the causes of emancipation. Certainly the

 causes lie in the contemporaneous economic and social

 changes, but the latter must be investigated and not put

 forward by way of dogmatic assertion.

 Dr. Page in his two important essays ' has attempted such

 an investigation of the commutation of labour services, and

 thus has cleared the way for the explanation of the decay of

 serfdom. But the bulk of his evidence is confined to the

 fourteenth century antl the first half of the fifteenth, and he is

 interested much more in the history of villein tenure than in

 that of villein status. His instructive exposition of the pro-

 gress of the commutation does not go further than I455: he

 has shown conclusively that in the manors which he has

 studied little remained of the old labour services at this date;

 1 Umwowndlung der Frohndunste in Geldrenten, Baltimore, I897; h:nd of
 MilZeinaF in EnglEd, I900, Public, of American Econ. Association. Cf.

 Dr. Vinogradoff's review of the latter work in E.H.R. xv. 774-8I.
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 the economic conditions of villein tenure had given way to

 the new state of things. He is fully aware that the extinction

 of villein tenure does not mean the extinction of personal

 serfidom. He knows, for instance, that the Court Rolls of the

 sixteenth century continued to record the names of the

 bondmen who dwelt outside-the manor. But he is inclined

 to consider the villeinage of the Tudor period as little more

 than a legal fiction, interesting perhaps to an antiquary, but

 unimportant to the student of economic history.l Dr. Page

 aR9rms that when the Court of Requests was established to

 protect the villeins, villeinage had perished, and there were

 few villeins left to protect. But what are the prooEs of this

 assertion? He says he could not find for the sixteenth

 century any cases either of recapture of fled villeins or of the

 arbitrary seizure by the lord of the villein's property. But he

 gives no quotations, and we cannot form any judgment of the

 quantity and quality of his evidence. Apart from this the

 rights of the lord over the villeins are not confined to arbi-

 trary seizure of their property and to their recapture in

 case of flight. A study of the later villeinage cannot omit

 such incidents of the status as ' merchet," chevage,' and pay-

 ments for manumission.

 After all, we obtain.more information on the subject from

 a few monographs dealing with particular manors of the

 Tudor age, especially Miss Davenport's valuable essay on

 Forncett.2 But these would require a special examination.

 I do not mean that the general assertions of the modern

 authors are purely arbitrary far from it. My view is only

 that they are perhaps based much more on the personal

 opinions of old authors than on the study of pleas, surveys,

 court rolls, and manumissions. Therefore before we come to

 the documentary evidence it may be interesting to recall the

 views of the most eminetlt writers of the Tudor period.3

 1 End of MiZleinage, p. 99.

 2 Zrans. Roy. Gist. Sos. xiv. I23-4I, C Decay of Villeinage in East Anglia.'
 3 The passages that follow are mostly very well known. I apologise for

 repeating these old things, but it is necessary to put them together and to mark

 the differences between various authors.
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 BONDMEN U NDER THE TUDORS  239

 Harrison is, as far as I know, the only author who

 utterly denies the existence of bondmen in his own time.

 But the passage sounds like the patriotic preaching of a Tudor

 parson. As for slaves and bondmen (he tells us) we have

 none; nay, such is the privilege of our country by the

 ' especial grace of God and bounty of our princes, that if any

 come hither from other realms, so soon as they set foot on

 land they become as free in condition as their masters.'l

 What are these 'slaves,' and when did bondage disappear

 from the English soil ? Harrison does not speak clearly of

 the past. Probably his meaning is that slavery was never

 known in the glorious country of freedom, and that English

 villeinage is something different from slavery as the latter

 exists in lands not favoured by the ' especial grace of God.'
 But clearly the passage is of very little value.

 Sir Thomas Smith is the author of the best known view as

 to the end of villeinage. In the ' Commonwealth of England X a
 he compares the English law with the civil law and finds

 that the Romans knew two kinds of bondmen, servi and

 adscripticii glebaffl or agrzcensiti. The first correspond to
 the villeins in gross, the second to the villeins regardant.

 Neither of the one sort nor of the other have we any number

 in England. And of the first 'I never knewe any in the

 realme in my time: of the seconde so fewe there be, that it is

 not almost worthe the speaking.' He attributes the mitiga-

 tion of the cruel Roman law in France and England, and

 the eventual disappearance of bondmen in England, to the

 humanising influence of Christianity. The holy fathers never

 ceased preaching manumission, and the laity were glad to

 obey by reason of terror in their conscience, 'specially in

 their extreme and deadly sicknesses.) It is noteworthy that

 Sir Thomas Smith, a lawyer himself, thought that villeinage
 was extinct by the legal process of manumission, chiefly
 manumission by will. However, he reproaches the clergy

 with the fact that they were the last to manumit their own

 } DescnpGion of h:ngland, ii., 5th ed. New Shak. Soc. I877.
 2 Dc M2cpablica AngSorum, iii., ch. viii., pp. I07-I3, ed. I583.
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 bondmen. But it was the Dissolution that struck the last

 blow at villeinage. When the monastic lands came into lay
 hands the last villeins received t:heir manumission The
 bishops (but not all) freed theirs also in recent times, ' partly
 for argent . . . to make a peece of money . . . partly for
 slaunders that they seemed more cruell than the temporaltie.'
 Thus the view of Sir Thomas Smith is that in the beginning
 of the Tudor period the bondmen, very rare on the lay
 estates, still lingered in considerable numbers on the Church
 lands, at least until the Dissolution. Perhaps I may mention
 another point. Mr. Pollard has of late drawn attention to
 the fact that Smith's book, something like Fortescue's work
 a century before, was written largely in France, and was
 influenced by a desire to extol the English over the French

 constitution.l Is it possible that the author's patriotic
 tendency could have biassed his appreciation of the English
 villeinage ?

 It seems to me that as general pictures of contemporary

 social conditions the statements of Fitzherbert and Norden
 must be preferred to those of Harrison and Sir Thomas
 Smith I do not know which Fitzherbert was the author of
 ' Surveyinge.' If it was Sir Anthony he ought to have been
 well acquainted with the condition of bondmen over the
 whole kingdom. If it was the elder brother, John, it is
 probable that from personal experience he speaks only of his
 own locality, that is to say, of the inland counties, though he
 affects to know the local agricultural conditions of Cheshire
 and Lancashire. As everybody knows, he deplores the fact
 that in his own day (the first edition appeared in I 523), in
 spite of many manumissions, ' in some places the boundmen
 contynue as yet.' And he makes the remarkable addition
 that in some places the number of bondmen was even on the
 increase; that freemen were becoming bond and were treated
 as such by the unscrupulous lords. ' There be many freemen
 taken as bondmen, and their landes and goodes taken from

 t Dict. Gat. Biogr. and EngRand under Protcctor Somerset (I900), p. 75,
 note.
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 BONDMEN UNDER THE TUDORS  24I

 them, so that they shall not be able to sue for remedy, to

 prove themselfe fre of blode. And that the freemen have

 the same name as the bondemen, or that his auncestors was

 manumysed before hys byrthe.'l The last words have a

 savour of reality, and they present a view very diSerent from

 the pleasing picture of pious laymen manumitting their

 villeins under religious influences.

 Almost a century after the appearance of ' Surveyinge ' in

 some places it is possible to meet with or rather to detect

 bondmen after an attentive study of manorial records. I lay

 especial stress on Norden's authority because he speaks from

 exceptionally large personal experience. In I607 (the date

 of the first edition) a lord has a talk with a surveyor on the

 things incident to a manor. Certainly the lord does not

 know anything about these things, but the surveyor does.

 Lord: What else is to be considered, touching the things

 incident to a manor ?

 5s4rveyor: Nothing, sir; but a matter a^nost o?WG of gse,

 a tenure called villeinage.

 Lord: But I thinke there be not many under this kinde
 of servitude at this day ?

 Svrveyor: There are not.... Although (nodoubt)there

 are yet some within this Realme without manumission,%ewe
 knowne, but more concealed.2

 And Norden repeats the statement in another place.

 The nineteenth article of his form of the survey is, ' Whether

 is there wlthin the manor any villaine or niefe, namely any

 bondman or bondwoman: if there be, what are their names,

 what land do they hold, and what is the same yearly worth ? '
 And he adds the interesting remark: ' Although this kind of

 tenure be in manner worne out of use, yet some there are (no

 doubt) though concealed in some manors, never infranchized

 or manumized.' 3 He speaks frorn personal knowledge. He

 was himself involved in the mean business of detecting the

 last and almost lost traces of the odious brand. In I6I7 he

 ' Sgrveyinge, p.I3, ed. I539.

 2 SvrqJeyor's DiazogNe, pp. 77-9 (ed. I607). Ab. p. I05.

 N.S. VOL. XVII. R
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 discovered three bondmen in the manor of Falmer, Sussex,

 who'werenever manumitted.'l In I6I9-I62I he made a

 most interesting survey of the forest of Pickering. The third

 article of his interrogatories is, 'What workes the bonde

 tenantes, sokemen, cotaries and others ought to perform etc. ? '

 The fortieth article of the supplementary questions: ' How

 the workes to be done by the tenantes of Pickeringe are per-

 formed, or the monie in lieu of them yearlie payde, namely of

 the bondexnen there, 75s. 72d,' 2 shows that evidently Norden

 was of opinion that there were still bondmen in the manor.

 But in this case he met with the total denial of the tenants.

 ' They say that to their knowledge there is not at this daye

 anie bonde or sokemen.' 2 Whether in his opinion the jurors

 were sincere or not Norden does not inform us.

 The occurrence of the article on bondmen in Norden's

 manorial survey does not stand alone. It is a very

 curious fact that almost all legal and economic writers of the

 period devote much space and attention to this ' antiquated '

 subject of villeinage. Fitzherbert of the ' Surveyinge ' gives the

 form of the oath for a villein both with and without a tene-

 ment.3 Fitzherbert of the ' Novel Natura Brevium ) deals at

 large with all the intricacies of procedure connected with the

 proving of serfdom or freedom in the law courts. It is

 interesting, too, to note that in the innumerable sixteenth-

 century editions of the ' Modus tenendi curiam baronis cum

 visu franci plegii,' a handbook which is extremely short, the

 formulas relating to villeinage occupy a considerable place.

 From one of the eldest editions, printed by Wynkyn de Worde,

 I have copied the respective English articles of presentment in

 the Court Baron and the Latin ' entres del court baron.' They

 fill almost two large pages of minute handwriting, and they

 are reprinted in other editions of the handbook, even in so

 late an edition as that by Toye in I546. I have to point

 ) Gotes and Queraes, ser. I, i. I39.

 2 Norden's survey of the manor is printed in the publications of the Gorth

 Riding Record Soc. i. 13-63 (I894). The passages quoted can be found on

 pp. I3, 2I, 27* 3 Ch xviii.
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 out, however, that Kitchin's handbook of procedure in the

 manorial courts (the first edition appeared in I580), which

 is much larger than the older Moduses, speaks much less

 of the villeins; and the same observation is true of Jonas

 Adames's ' Manner of Keeping Court Leet,' which appeared

 in I593. I have found there only one mention of villeins; it

 is the presentment of fugitive bondmen.l

 At least three Tudor statutes speak of villeins as of a class

 still in existence. In 28 Hen. VIII. the House of Lords

 discussed and rejected the bill lUe mans4missione servorum

 vulgariter dictorurx bondmen,2 and it is very well known

 that the emancipation of bondmen formed one of the demands

 of the Norfolk rebels in I 549.

 In the same way all law treatises which are something

 more than mere collections of forms of procedure profess the

 opinion that villeinage is in fu]l force. I have already named

 some of them, and I must mention the rest. In the last

 Year Books when the learned judges or serjeants of Edw. IV.,

 Hen. VII., and Hen. VIII. try to establish some difficult

 and obscure point of law, they very often discuss some real or

 hypothetical villeinage case to make their reasoning more

 concrete and convincing. Bacon when, in I 6co, delivering, at

 Gray's Inn, a course of lectures- on a very special subject,

 comes across villeins and discusses their legal status.3 Need

 I refer to the works of St. Germain, of Littleton, of -Coke?

 I hope it is no exaggeration to say that they devote to the

 legal aspect of villeinage at least as much attention as Bracton

 himself.

 I do not attach too much significance to this consensus of

 legal opinion I know that the learned authors of the time

 made little, if any, difference between things dead and alive,

 and perhaps lived under the old law more than under the new

 one. At the same time can we altogether ignore their

 ' Kitchin, ed. I580, p. I0; Adames, ed. I593, p. I33.

 2 Bill of Resumption of I H. VII. in Rot?li ParS. vi. 339 a-b, 3 H. VII. c. 3,
 I9 H. VII. c. I5, S. 4, JoXurnal of the IIorxse of Lords, 28 H. VIII. I6 die et

 22 die huius parliamenti.

 3 Works, vii. 437 (Reading of the Statute of Uses).
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 unanimous allegations ? One point more is worth attention

 before we leave this somewhat invidious subject of personal

 opinion for the solid ground of positirre law and statistics.

 Following in the steps of the Roman zurisperiti, the medizval

 laymen and-canonists strongly disapproved of serfdom in

 theory. The law of God and the law of nature demand

 freedom and equality. This opinion was held in England by

 Bracton and repeated afterwards by many eminent authors:

 Britton, Fortescue, Coke. Then in the Tudor time, when

 serfdom was passing away, some lawyers begin to look for its

 theoretical justification and to regret its disappearance.

 St. Germain appeals only to the practical dangers of

 doubt, to prescription, and to the conscience-soothing example

 of the clergy.

 Doctor: Whether it may stand with conscience that one

 man may claim another to be his villein, and that he may

 take from him his lands and goods, and put his body in

 prison if he will: it seemeth he loveth not his neighbour

 as himself that doth so to him.

 Student: That law hath been so long used in this realm,

 and hath been affirmed by bishops, abbots, priors, which have

 seized the lands and toods of their villeins thereby, and call

 it their right inheritance so to do: that I think it not good

 now to make doubt, ne to put in a.rgument, whether it stand

 with conscience or not.l

 But the old steward of the Hundred of Berkeley, regretting

 with alearned writer the disappearance of serfdom, appeals, like

 a real son of the Renaissance, to the very nature of things and

 to the anthority of Aristotle for the justification of villeinage.

 ' And I conceive (which also a learned writer hath lately

 published) that the laws concerning villeinage are still in

 force, of which the latest are the sharpest. But nowysaith he,

 and that most truly in my opinion, since slaves were made

 free, which were of great use and service, there are growne up

 a rabble of rogues, cutpurses, and the like mischievous men,

 1 Doctor and Student, ed. Muchall ( I874), ii., ch. xviii. May I remind that

 the doctor is a doctor of divinity and the student is a student of law ?
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 slaves in nature though not in law. And if any thinke this

 kind of dominion not to bee lawfull, yet surely it is naturall.

 And certainly wee finde not such a latitude of difference in

 any creature, as in the nature of man; wherin the wisest

 excels the most foolish of men by farre greater degree, then

 the most foolish of men dothe surpasse the wisest of beasts.

 And therfore wee shall finde that nature is the ground of

 masterly power, and of servile obedience, which is therto

 correspondent; and a man is animal politicum, apt even by

 nature to comaund or obey every one in his proper degree.' l

 I must now sum up the literary evidence. The whole

 legal literature of the Tudor period deals with villeinage just

 in the same way as the work of Bracton does. It does not

 prove the real extent of villeinage, and it may be that these

 writers followed an antiquated legal tradition. Of greater

 significance perhaps is the circumstance that the forms of

 procedure in bondmen's cases found a prominent place in the

 thoroughly and exclusively practical handbooks compiled for

 manorial stewards and bailiffs. Harrison is the only author

 who utterly denies the existence of villeinage under Elizabeth

 (and even in much older times), and his assurance inspires

 very little confidence. About the same time Sir Thomas

 Smith (and his statement also raises some suspicions) tells us

 that bondmen have become very scarce, but only of late, and

 that before the Dissolution they existed in considerable

 numbers on the Church estates. The author of ' Surveyinge X

 in the middle of Henry VTII.'s reign strongly disapproves of

 villeinage, but he does not treat it as an innocent survival; on

 the contrary he complains that it was still possible for a free

 person to become bond, and he tells us the precise circum-

 stances. It is necessary to cross the borders of the Tudor

 period and to consult Norden in order to trace the last

 villeins. He entered some of them in his surveys, and he

 could have shown us many more if he had chosen. A little

 1 BerkeZey AA55. iii. 43 (I885). J. Smyth was steward of the Berkeley

 Hundred in I597-I640. He wrote the passage in the thirties of the seventeenth
 century. I do not knoy who his ' learned author ' is.
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 later the old steward of the Berkeley Hundred assures us that

 there are no villeins left. Then when they are no more

 people begin to regret that they have disappeared so soon.

 The literary evidence gives very little satisfaction to the

 student who is longing for concrete knowledge and for definite

 ideas. Certainly it affords him some general outlines of the

 history of the decaying villeinage, but this is not the kind of

 information he desires. Mr. Leadam is perfectly right. Our

 information is too sparse and scanty. We cannot have

 statistics of bondmen in the sixteenth century. But we must

 at least have some substitute for them. We must go to the

 court rolls, to the surveys, to the manumissions, if we wish to

 know something definite about these bondmen of the sixteenth

 century. And we must count as many of them as we can.

 I know such figures give 57ery indifferent statistics, or rather

 no statistics at all, but they are better than nothing. For my

 part I have done as much as I could, and it is very little

 indeed.l But it is the first attempt to introciuce figures into

 the treatment of this question, and 1 hope to see my list of

 Tudor bondmen very soon superseded by a much longer one.

 Various circumstances of a personal nature have limited

 the amount of material I have been able to examine. A great

 part of it was either printed or quoted by other writers, and

 in this case only the collection, the arrangement, and the

 analysis, not the discovery of the evidence, belong personally

 to me.

 The evidence is arranged by counties and by manors.

 In each county and in each manor for which we have informa-

 tion of various dates the entries are arranged in chronological

 order. In a few cases it was impossible to identify the locality;

 they are treated separately. A student is naturally inclined

 rather to overstate than to understate his case. I have taken

 special precautions against this, and I hope it will be found

 that I have not overestimated the number of Tudor bondmen,

 and that my evidence i.s perfectly reliable. It is exclusively

 ' See Appendix.
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 documentary, being derived from manumissions, surveys,

 court rolls, official correspondence, legal proceedings.

 Some explanation of the figures is necessary. The surveys
 and the inventories give precise information. Mostly they

 divide villeins into families (parents and children; in a very

 few cases three generations are given together), and they
 enumerate fathers and children. They omit mothers (except

 when they are widows, and therefore tenants, or when the wife
 only is bond and the husband free) because these were of no

 use to the lord: they did not pay rents or chevage or

 merchet; they were not liable to services or fines of admission.

 Manumission charters usually give similar information, but the

 editorsX when printing the full text or the extracts, do not

 enumerate the children in all cases. On the contrary the

 entries in the court rolls seldom tell us the composition of the
 family: in the case of payments of merchet the name of the
 girl only is mentioned and sometimes that of the father; in

 the case of chevage that of the adult male paying it. I have

 tried to count the villein families for two generations, and
 I counted an adult bachelor as a unit, but it must be re-

 membered that in many cases the villeins were bachelors (and

 often it is expressly stated). My impression is that bondmen

 of the Tudor period married late and produced small families,
 so that we have to be reserved in guessing at the whole

 number of bond persons from the number of villein families.
 What i$ the meaning of the table ? In the Tudor period

 I have found bondmen in twenty-six English counties and at
 least in eighty manors, but probably they existed in many

 more. It is difficult to count the families; but certainly the

 table contains something above five hundred diXerent families

 (the adult bachelors counted also as a family unit). And I
 hope I shall be near the mark in supposing that there were

 about two thousand persons in them. Now it is necessary to
 discriminate the dates. It is obvious enough that all, or

 almost all, families which remained bond under Elizabeth and

 James were bond under Henry VII. and Henry VIII. I am

 perfectly entitled to say that I can show at least five hundred
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 bond families at the day of the battle of Bosworth. But

 certainly many of these families became free and some were

 extinct before Elizabeth. How many families, then, remained

 in Elizabeth's time? From the Elizabethan surveys and

 commissions of enfranchisement which form a very great

 part of my material it appears that, excluding the bondmen

 of the Glastonbury Survey, some two hundred and fifty

 families remain to be accounted for, and alDout two hundred

 of these occur in Elizabethan sources.

 I attribute little importance to this part of my table. It

 would be a hazardous thing to guess from it the whole number

 of the Tudor bondmen. My evidence relates chiefly to the

 Glastonbury estates, to the lands of the Duchy of Lancaster,

 and to some Crown manors. I have no doubts whatever

 that these bondmen discovered in my scanty materials formed

 a small, perhaps a very small, percentage of the whole bond

 population. But it may be said that the Glastonbury case

 and that of the Duchy of Lancaster were exceptional.

 Further researches will decide this point, especially if they are

 made in private archives and not exclusively in the Record

 Ofiice. On the whole I agree with Tudor authors that the

 great majority of the bondmen became free before the Tudor

 period; and I cannot disagree with modern writers when they

 affirm that the bondmen of the sixteenth century were not

 an important class in the life of the country. Though no

 real statistics of the Tudor population and its division into

 classes are available at the present time, it is probable that,

 even in the beginning of the period, bondmen formed hardly

 more than one per cent. of the whole population. It is very

 little, but it is much more than some people believe, and it is

 a strong testimony of the great vitality of the manorial

 system. When we consider that late in the reign of Elizabeth

 there were st;ill thousands, if not tens of thousands, of people

 paying merchet and chevage, and with very precarious rights

 over their real and personal property, we may feel amazed at

 the vitality and force of mediaval serfdom; and, what is of

 much more importance, we may feel inclined to find some
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 traces of mediaval serfdom in the life of other classes of

 seciety, much more numerous and much more influential.

 I have included in my table those cases only where no

 doubt exists about the presence of bondmerl in blood. In

 many other cases their existence is either possible or probable.

 In the medizval charters the rl.lme of the manor granted

 is generally followed by the enumeration of the peCinentia,

 and the villeins are included in the number. It is said, for

 instance, ' habendum et tenendum in perpetuum mesuagia,

 tenementa, terras, aquas, piscarias, brueras, moras, funda vacua,

 nativos et villanos, cum eorum sequelis, feoda militum, warda

 etc.' The formula occurs in many Tudor grants. I have

 found it in a conveyance of I 6 I 6. In very many cases the

 formula undoubtedly was copied from earlier charters by mere

 routine, and no more villeins remained in the manor. But was

 it so everywhere ? 1

 Some accounts of the Augmentation Office tell us

 expressly that there are nativi tn the manor. But the clerks

 might have been inaccurate in discriminating between nativus

 and nativG tenens. The meaning becomes especially dubious

 where we find the words redditus nativorum tenentiuon.2

 1 Here are some examples;-Rymer, xiv. 43-5 - Pat. I7 H. VIII. p. 2 m. 20,

 many Lincolnshire manors; Yorkshire Archmol. Assac. Journal, lxiii. (I9OI),

 333-Close, 3I H. VIII. p. 4, n. 27, nunnery of Kirklees; East Anglian, vii.
 274-5=Pat. 35 H. VIII. p. I, m. 27, Dry Drayton, Cambridgeshire; Dartmoos

 Preserv. Assac. Publ. i. I6I =Pat. 38 H. VIII. p. I, m. 35, Wolkehampton,

 Devonshire; Blashill, Sutton-in-Holderness, I34-6, 5 Edw. VI. Sutton, York-

 shire, E. R.; Boxall, Records of the ]:)uke of Matchester, manorial estates, manor

 of Kimbolton, Huntingdonshire, pp. 53-4, grant of I4 H. VIII.: ' we have given

 all lands, tenements, rents, services, bond-tenants, and villeins etc.' pp. 57-9,

 conveyance of I6I6. All court leets are alienated, with all that to court leets
 belonge Assize of bread, waifes etc., bondmen, bondwomen, and villeins, with

 their sequels, estovers etc.' I mention also two eXxamples of leases for years
 where ' rents and services of freeholders and natizwes' are entered: Campbell,
 Benry VII. (Roll Series), ii, 333-4, 3 H. VII. Snettesham, Norfolk; Brewer,

 iv. 4993, 27=Pat. 20 H. VIII. p. I, m. 9, Grafton, Northamptonshire.

 2 The accounts of 34 H. VIII. are printed in Dugdale's lElonasticon, ii. I24-6;

 iii. 232: (a) a battia de Croyland, Lincolnshire; redd' nativor' ten' ;2 cop' cur';

 (b) a battia de Kyrkefee.Lincolnshire; redd' assis' cum redd' nativ' ;? cop' voc' Kyrke-

 fee; (c) manor of Gedney, Leicestershire; redd' nativor' p feod' abl5is CU redd' ass';

 (d) Holbeche, Cambridgeshire; tedd' ass' cu redd' nativor' p cop'; (e) Addyng-

 ton Parva et Magna, Northamptonshire; redd' ass' et terrar' riativor' p cop' cur;
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 Royal commissioners were sent in I7 Henry VIII. to visit

 six manors (Grafton, Hertwell, Creyke, Clay Cotton, and

 Lylburn in Northamptonshire, Woodham Ferres in Essex)

 and to report according to instructions. One of the articles

 orders inquiry as to 'what bondmen are in the manor.'

 Apparently, then, they were expected to find bondmen there.

 A very strange passage occurs in the Derby Household

 Books, in the ' Orders touching the governement of My lord's

 house.2 That no sZaves nor boyes shall sitt in the hall, but

 in the place therefore appoynted convenyent.... That the

 yemen of horses and groomes of the stable shall not suffre any

 boyes or sZaves to abye about the stables nor lye in them.'

 I have not met with the term ' slaves ' elsewhere except in the

 famous Edwardian statute on vagabonds and in the above

 quoted passage of J. Smyth. May we suppose that Lord

 Derby had coloured people in his household ?

 It was pleaded in many lawsuits of the Tudor period that

 such and such persons were villeins in blood. It happened

 sometimes that the law courts found them free after having

 tried the issue.3 In some cases the supposed villein did not

 bring any defence, and so acknowledged his servile blood.4

 (f) Sutton, Lincolnshire; redd' assis' cu redd' nativ. ' Of the same character is an

 entry in the Valor Eccl. iv. 4: Episcopatus Lincolnensis, manor of Farundon,

 Notts: redditusnativor' cu o;2ibus arrent' ^2 anum 23Z. gs. redd' ass' 6z. I7S. But

 the presence of bondmen in Farundon becomes highly Exrobable if Farundon and

 Farneton is the same place (see my table). It is instructive to consider the use

 of the words nativi terentes in the Cressingham Court Rolls (Norfolk), edited

 by Chandler, pp. 62 and 8S, 5 H. VII. and 26 Eliz. I think that bond tene-

 ments, and not bondmen, are meant there.

 ' Brewer, iv. 2000.

 2 Chetham Society, Stanley Papers, vol. ii. The date is I558.
 3 Y.B. I4 H. VII. 5. Noy, Rep. 27=Hil. I5 Jac. I. Common Bench (see

 my table, p. 286, note 4). Very interesting is a case in the Court of Requests,

 edited by Mr. Leadam for the Selden Society (xii. 42-6, Netheway v. Gorge,
 25 H. VIII.) and interpreted in his articles in the L.Q.R. (ix. 348sg.). But I

 cannot agree with all details of Mr. Leadam's commentary. He thinks that the

 award of the defendant with the uncles of the plaintiS was a manumission. The
 matter is not perfectly clear for me. I think the rowdy and greedy knight had to

 give up because twenty witnesses stood unanimously for the plaintiff.

 4 Here and in the next note I quote some cases of Edward IV.'s time, but I

 do not include them in my table. Y.B. 2I Edw. IV. 5 and I8I, I I H. VII. I3;
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 But in most cases we do not know the value of the pleading

 or the decision of the Court.1

 I have tried not to lose my critical temper in dealing with

 the Tudor bondmen. Not in every case where we meet the
 word 'villeins' are we entitled to say that we have found
 bondmen in blood. In the sixteenth century men used

 the word rather loosely. Very often the term ' villeins ' means

 simply common people, low people, or peasants. The rebels

 who took part in the Pilgrimage of Grace wanted to expel

 all villein blood from the King's Grace and his Privy Council.2
 It is rather curious to read that these very Privy Councillors

 of villein blood wrote of the rebels: ' To consider with them-

 selves if it be likely that so few villeins and labourers could

 have stirred or raised in despite of so many gentlemen their

 own tenants against them and us.' 3 In I 549 Cranmer

 preached on the Norfolk rebels, and wrote an answer to the

 fifteen articles of the Devon rebels. He says: ' A gentleman

 will ever show himself a gentleman, and a villain, a villain.

 Will ye now the villains rule the gentlemen ? 4 But of ms)re

 interest are the cases where villani means habitatores vill.
 In a court held in the manor of Bromley Regis, StaSord-

 shire, in g Edward IV., an old book was read specifying the

 rents and services of low tenure in Kinges Bromley. One

 class of the tenants is called villari c2gs!?zmarii, but it
 is added, ' villani dicuntur a villa et non a villeinage.' lshe

 old custumal says so, but it was considered in g Edward IV.

 as still being in force.5 In the Dartmoor Court Rolls

 Dyer, Rep. 266 b and 283, where the Court found the defendant to be villein.
 Cf. Y.B 22 H. VI. pp. 30-3, giving two very interesting cases.

 ' The Year Books and the early reports are no mere records of Court pro-
 ceedings; they have something of the nature of text-books; in every case those
 points only are reported which have a legal interest. Very often we do not know
 the decision. Y.B. 2 E. IV. 5, 6 E. IV. 8, I2 E. IV. 4, I3 E. IV. 2-4, 15 E.
 IV. 32+ I7, E. IV. 3, I3 H. VII. I7; Dyer, Rep. 48 b; Paschal, 33 H. VIII.;
 Star Chamber Proc. H. VIII. 6, I9nX I78; Selden Soc. xii. 48-59, 32 H. VIII.,
 6 E. VI; Yelverton, ReS. 2 King's Bench, I Jac. I.

 2 Gairdner, xi. 705-, 892. 3 Id. xi. 8430
 $ Works (Parker Soc. ), ii. I85, I95.

 5 St. Shaw, hlist. of Stags. (I798), i. }47.
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 (Devonshire) for 3 I Elizabeth we read twice about the

 villeins of Brysworthie. The general meaning of the entries

 and the analogous entry for Sourton make it perfectly

 clear that villeins of Brysworthie are simply inhabitants of

 Brysworthie.l

 Now it may be said, granted that some villeins remained at

 the end of the sixteenth century; but what was their position

 de iure and de facto ? How did they differ from the customary

 tenants who were personally free ?

 The law of villeinage was never abrogated, and it had

 changed very little since the days of Bracton. In the

 momentous days when the glorious land of freedom stood

 face to face with the danger of domestic slavery Hargrave

 could bless the circumstance of the preservation of the law of

 villeinage which prevented the introduction of a new

 slavery.2

 In the early statement ot the law of villeinage there is not

 much diSerence visible.between Bracton and Littleton, Britton

 and St. Germain, Fleta and Coke upon Littleton, whilst the

 thirteenth century law of villeinage can hardly be stated better

 for the present purpose than it has been by Professor Vino-

 gradoff and by Professor BfIaitland. It is useless to tell the

 same things again, and very bold must the scholar be who

 hopes to modify substantially their conclusions. But I have

 to do with the changes in the law of villeinage subsequent to

 the thirteenth century. Here again a part of the work has

 been lately done by Professor Petrushevsky, who has treated

 at large the position created for the villeins by the Edwardian

 labour legislation.3

 Dartmoor Presers. Assoc. P?zb. i. I43-4. Court Rolls of May 8, 3I Eliz.:

 ' Presentant unam ianuam vocatam Hart Yeate infra parochia de Meavie quam

 villani de Brysworthie reparare debent esse in ruinoso.' Court Roll of May 29,

 3I Eliz. We read, 'villani de Brysworthie in msa'because they have not yet

 repaired the gate. But in the identical case in the Court Roll of Sept. 2I, 30 Eliz.,

 we find the ' inhabitantes de Sourton. '

 2 ArgnmenZ in Somerse#'s Case, pp. 34-5 ( I 772).

 s Wst 7syler's Rebellion, part ii. Essays on the Decay of the Feudal System

 (Russian), chiefly 260_85 (I9OI). Before him Professor Vinogradoff had pointed

 out the chief features of the Edwardian labour legislation, ViZEenage, pp. 53-5,
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 Some of the changes were a result of new economic

 conditions. Many villeins went into towns, became tradesmen

 there, and entered into various contracts, both as creditors and

 debtors, with all sorts of people. Even in the country new

 conditions of credit made it possible for the peasant to lend

 and to borrow. The Elizabethan inventories of bondmen's

 goods and chattels often contain lists of debtors and creditors;

 and some of these lists are pretty long, even in a remote

 Dorset village.l The later law was obliged to acknowledge

 the civil rights and liabilities of the villeitl where it waS

 necessary to save the interest of the third persons. St.

 Germain tells that if a villein has a debtor and the lord seises

 the obligation, the lord can take no action thereupon but in

 the name of the villein; and therefore if the villein releases the

 debt, the lord is barred by that release.2

 The intention is clear. If the debtor has satisfied to

 the villein, the lord cannot oblige him to pay again. In the

 same spirit Littleton declares that if a villein be made executor

 to another, and the lord of the villein was indebted to the

 testator, the villein shall have an action of debt against his

 lord, because he shall not recover the debt to his own use

 but to the use of the testator.3 On the other hand, the later

 law tries to prevent the villein from availing himself of the

 new tenures to the prejudice of the lord. In the latest statute

 mentioning bondmen it is ordered that if any bondman

 purchases lands and makes an estate thereof to divers persons

 to his own use, it will be lawful for the lord to enter into such

 lands in the same manner as if the bondman were seised

 thereof in fee or otherwise.4

 and Appendix 4I2-5 I do not agree in all points with Professor Petrushevsky.

 See my review of his book in E.g.R. October I902.
 1 For instance, Duchy of Lanc. Spec. Com. n I22, 7 Eliz.: E. Payne or

 Anderstone in Dorset, husbandman, two debtors and thirteen creditors. lTb.
 n. 55, 4 Eliz.: R. Mackerell of Kingston Lacy in Dorset, eleven creditors.

 John Kinge of Norwiche (ib. n. I57, 9 Eliz. ) is an interesting example of a villein

 who lived in the town. He has five debtors and very many creditors.
 2 Doct. axd Stud. (ed. Muchall), ii. 43.

 3 Litt. s. I9I = Co. Lit. I24 a. I9 H. VII. c. I5, S 4*
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 But the most important change in the law of villeinage is

 connected with the labotlr legislation. This is not the proper
 place to discuss the whole of that wide subject. I shall treat
 this legislation only in its connexion with the legal history of
 villeinage. Professor Petrushevsky shows very well that the
 Edwardian statutes struck a very heavy blow at the whole
 fabric of the manorial system. The feature of the manorial
 circle disappears. The unemployed villein became servant of
 every employer; the employer wanting labourers became

 master of every unemployed villein; the legal category of free
 and bond dissolved itself in the wider economic category of
 employer and employe. The agents of the King and of the
 common law, the justices of assize and the justices of peace,
 entered into the sacred precinct of the manor in order to
 control the relations between the lord and his villeins. Though

 perfectly hostile to liberal tendencies, the labour legislation in
 the long run certainly assisted to loosen the dependence of
 the bondman on his lord. The man of manorial custom to a
 certain extent changes into a man of common law. The

 lord retains the preferential right over the working power of
 his villein; but when the villein does not find employment in
 his manor and is vagrant everybody can seize and put him
 to work, and the lord cannot take him back into his manor
 until the end of the statutory contract.l The statutes led to
 infinite collisions of rights which it was sometimes extremely
 difficult to disentangle. Professor Petrushevsky has explained
 the curious case in the fourteenth century in which a villein
 brought an action against his lord for taking away his
 servants contrary to the Statute of Labourers.2 The statute
 was directed against the villeins who refused to work at
 customary wages, n;ot against the lords; but it was not diffi-
 cult to use it against the lord. In a report which relates
 probably to Henry VII.'s time Keble reasons in this way.
 A villein can become everybody's servant, and everybody has

 ' Y.B.50E.III.2I.

 2 Petrushevsky, 33I-2. Chron. Mon. de Melsa (Rolls Series), iii. I27-I42.
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 an interest in a villein; therefore the lord must feed him

 sufficiently and keep him always able to work.l

 But it is also possible to overestimate the disintegrating

 influence of this labour legislation. The practice of the law

 courts was by no means consistent, and the wording of the

 statute was by no means clear. The interests of the lord and

 of the employer necessarily came into- collision, and the

 judges, lords and employers themselves, were often em-

 barrassed. In some cases they favoured the lord. We find

 a most interesting case soon after the appearance of the

 statute (though it is not stated there that the servant was a

 villein) where an employer brought an action under the

 Statute of Labourers.2

 We must not think that the law courts always forbade

 the lord to seize his villein after he had entered another's

 service, as it was decided in the above-quoted case of

 50 Edw. III. Much later, in 26 Henry VI., we find in the

 Year Book just the contrary decision, and it is explained by

 the words of the statute, Quod domini preferantur in viEZanis
 * D

 suzs.<

 In the same year occurred another case which is perhaps

 the most important of all the cases in the Year Books con-

 nected with the later law of villeinage. The case is long and

 difficult.4 A lord sues an employer for taking away his

 villein when the latter was in the service of the lord. The

 jury found upon inquest that the villein was in $he service of

 the lord but was not retained with him.5 The demurrer was

 whether the plaintiff was entitled to damages for the lost

 labour of his villein. The opinions differed. The case was

 heard three times, twice in the Common Pleas and once in

 the Court of Exchequer, where it was finally decided for the

 plaintiff. Most interesting are professional opinions about

 the relations between the lord, the villein, and the employer.

 On the one side we have the extreme view of the villein's

 ' Keilwey, pp. I34-5. 2 Y.B. 40 E. III. 39.

 8 Y.B. 26 H. VI. 2. 4 Y.B. 22 H. VI. 30-33

 5 Another issue was about villein status. See p. I8 a, n. 2.
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 dependence. Though the villein be a tenant and a husband-
 man, the lord can whenever he likes order him to serve in

 his house or in his ' besoigne; ' the whole of the villein's time

 is at the lord's disposal. It is not voluntary service or

 service by way of retainer, but bond service (that is to say,

 service connected with personal bondage)* The inference is

 that the lord can always take his bondman from the employer.

 Even Fortescue, the friend of liberty, energetically defended

 the lord's rights in the Exchequer. Finally the Court decided
 that the lord can take his villein from the employer, and that
 he will be entitled to damages caused to him by the loss of
 his villein's labour.

 Such judgments as those pronounced in the last two cases
 certainly limited very much the action of the Statute of

 Labourers as far as it concerned the villeins, if they did not

 annul it altogether. We must be very reserved when we try

 to show how the Statute of Labourers did work out in the

 daily practice of the law courts,

 I come now to another side of the later law of villenage.

 It is the famous ' favour of liberty' that is generally supposed

 to be a very important cause of the disappearance of bond-

 men. ' The favour of liberty ' is closely connected with the

 doctrine that serfdom is against the law of nature and the
 Word of God. If serfdom is nothing but a concession to the
 unavoidable harshness of human aSairs and a bad compromise,

 if you cannot destroy it at once, you must at least, by all

 means, whenever an occasion presents itself, favour the pre-

 sumption of natural liberty. We are often told that English
 lawyers since Bracton's day have always followed this noble

 line of conduct. The last time when exception of villeinage

 was pleaded in an English law court, in Somersett's case,

 Hargrave developed this view with much force and many
 technical details.l There can be no doubt that the common
 law courts were always inclined to construe a manumission
 when they found the least ground for it, and that this

 tendency was very favourable for the villeins. But we cannot
 l Argument, pp. 29-33.
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 explain the fact solely from humanitarian and religious

 motives. Strange to say, the facility with which the English

 lasvyers construed a manumission was largely due to the

 harshness of the legal theory of srilleinage. A villein had no

 civil remedy against his lord; he could conclude no bargain

 with him; his reality and personality belonged to the lord;

 he must become a free person before he could stand against

 him in a court. This ground was dangerous. It was so

 tempting, from the purely logical point of view always dear

 to every good lawyer, to interpret the theory in favour of

 liberty, and it was construed in this sense. If only a freeman

 can deal with a freeman, then every action, every word, in

 which, in the opinion of the Court, the lord treated the villein

 on equal terms as a party to the contract becomes an

 acknow]edgment that the latter is a freeman, and it amounts

 to a manumission. More than that, every omission of pro-

 test on the part of the lord against the villein's action which

 could be understood as the act of a freeman led to the same

 result: it could be pleaded as an enfranchisement. For a

 lawyer it was not an easy task to plead for the lord against

 the villein, and I presume, having gained the case, he pre-

 sented a heavy bill to his client. To this extent, then, the

 policy of the Courts certainly was in favour of liberty. But

 was it pure philanthropy and love of freedom ? The lawyers

 themselves did not think so.1 Littleton was no enemy of the
 lords, but he says much of manumission through bad pleading,

 if we may say so. This policy of the Courts was very dis-

 tasteful to the lords, but it was the necessary consequence of

 the rigid theory on which their seignorial rights rested.

 It is equally true that it was difficult for the lord to gain

 his case when he claimed a villein and the man answered he

 was always of free estate. As to the ongs probandi, the reader

 can be referred to the pages of Dr. Vinogradoff8s work, because

 the later law is the same as in the days of Bracton and Britton.2

 We meet with the ' favour of liberty ' in another case. The
 lord is obliged to find pledges that he will not seize the

 1 Y.B. g H. VI. 67* 2 Villanage, pp. 83-6.

 N.S. VOL, XVTI. S
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 plaintiff or his chattels pending a suit. It ^7vas argued that

 the plaintiS ought not to give a-ny surety because he must

 live and keep up his husbandry and spend much on his trial.l

 We may perceive here the same sentiment or the same policy

 which, a little later, led to the establishment of pleading in

 forma pauperis. The place of trial was also in favour of

 liberty, as Littleton remarks. If the defendant answered

 that the plaintiff was his villein regardant to a manor in

 another county3 the issue was tried in the county where the

 action was brought, and not where the manor lay.2 Lastly,

 in an Elizabethan case we find a decision ' in favour of liberty,'

 but it hardly was unanimous. The defendantX Crouch, was

 a villein, but he and his ancestors had dwelt for very long-

 about sixty years outside the manor, and the lords had made

 no claim and had no seisin either of him or his chattels. It

 was decided that sixty years formed prescription and that

 Crouch became a free man. ' Et hoc in favorem libertatis' 3

 In connexion with the favour of liberty, we may remember

 the remarkable words of Sir T. Smyth: 'And I conceive

 (which also a learned writer hath lately published) that the laws

 concerning villeinage are still in force, of which the latest are

 the sharpest.' 4 Who is his learned writer ? What are these

 'latest' and 'sharpest' laws? It is certainly strange that

 putting aside the Year Books, Statutes of the Realm, and the

 Parliamentary Rolls,we find very little of this ' favour of liberty.'

 The Statutes and the Rolls contairl but few entries relating

 to villeins, but of these few hardly one is favourable to them.

 A statute passed in 25 Edward III. made the position of the

 villeins considerably worse. Before this when the lord sued

 De nativo habendo the villein by purchasing the counter-writ

 lVe ZibertaZe probanda was safe pending the trial. But this

 statute gave the lord the right of seizure in spite of the writ.

 And the effect of the statute proved so great that, according

 to Fitzherbert, the writ De ZibertaZe probanda almost fell into

 l I2 E. IV. 4 . . . ascuns disoient que il ne diut trover tel suerty, car il diut

 viver et aver son sustenance de les biens, et auci faire les costes de son triel.

 X Ibitt s. I93. 3 Dyer, Rep. 266 b, 283. 4 SUpra) p 244
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 disuse.l The famous statute of z Richard II. (so closely con-

 nected with Tyler's rebellion) about villein confederacies and

 ' exemplificacions hors de livre de Domesday,' is certainly

 directed against the villeins. It institutes a summary

 procedure to prevent further disturbances.2 The statute of

 g Richard II. was passed in the interests of the lords and

 against the villeins. It complains that the villeins and niefJ

 escape to enfranchised places and therefrom purchase false

 writs against their lords, hoping to become free by the answer

 of the lord; it is ordered now that the lord's answer in the

 law will be no bar thenceforward to claiming the villein.3 I

 have mentioned a much later statute which guarantees to the

 lord full rights over the lands of his bondman who became

 cestuy que use.4

 The knights of the shire sat in the House of Commons.

 Is it not natural enough that their petitions are almost invari-

 ably hostile to the villeins ? In their desire to keep down the

 peasants the country gentlemen went beyond the Govern-

 ment and a polite refusal is often the King's answer to the

 requests of the manorial lords. In I5 Richard II. they

 present t^vo petitions concerning the bondmen. They desire

 that no villein might send his children to school to make

 clerks of them, ' et ce en maintenance et salvacion de l'honour

 de toutz frankes du Roialme.' But the King answered, ' Le

 Roy s'advisera.' 5 Then the Commons complain that the

 villeins withdraw every day into ' veiles marchauntes,' where-

 from it is impossible to take them back in the present state

 of the law. Some new legal sureties are desirable. But the

 King answered again, ' Le Roy s'advisera.' The Commons

 repeated their complaint in t Henry IV.6

 Twice under Henry IV. we find the Commons protesting

 against severe villein statutes passed under Richard II. in

 1 25 E. III. st. 5, c. I8 S Fit2herbert, Xos. Nat. Brev. 77, ' Libertate pro-

 banda.' Coke (Co. Lit. I26 a) calls the statute ' darkely and obscurely penned.'
 2 I R. II. c. 6. 3 9 R. II. c. 2.

 4 I9 H. VII. c. IS, S. 4. 5 Not. vEarl. iii. 294.
 6 lb. iii. 296, iii. 448 as
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 connexion with peasants' rebellions. Both petitions are very

 interesting: to a certain degree they make intelligible to us

 the origin of the 'favour of liberty.' In- 4 Henry IV. the

 Commons refer to g Richard II. c. 2. They say that this
 statute is being abused. Under the cover of it all ruffians
 and all debtors when a writ is purchased against them by free

 persons, and even by gentlemen, answer invariably that the
 plaintiS is their villein. The answer is entered in the Plea

 Roll and easily leads to the loss of freedom. The Commons

 think that such answer ought to be perpetual enfranchise-

 ment to the plaintiff in all cases where the plaintiff has not
 fled to a privileged place and has purchased hi.s svrit in the

 place of his usual residence. But the King answers that the

 statute must be kept in force.1 A similiar petition is

 presented in 6 Henry IV. The Commons speak now of
 I Richard II. c. 6. This statute is also being abused. The
 lords seldom touch their villeins, but burgesses and free-

 holders are often arrested as villeins. The Commons think

 tnat freeholders ought not to be put in gaol at once, and that
 they could be released on bail. But the King answered again

 in the negative that the respective statute ought to be kept
 in force.2

 The severity of the villein statutes, not less than the

 rigidity of the legal theory of serfdom, was a dangerous

 weapon and led to unexpected consequences. When the

 peasants formed confederacies and threatened a rebellion it
 was natural to establish a summary procedure and to simplify

 the proof of villein status. But the rebels are subdued and

 the statutes remain. Then the position is changed. The

 aristocracy is not slow to perceive that it is possible to make
 something out of this cruel law. Some lords of the manor do
 not care to pay their debts; others are glad to get hold of the

 wealth of their neighbours. They understand that by simply

 claiming their creditor or their rich neighbour as a villein
 they will make it difiScult for a supposed villein to prove his
 free status; and so they profited by the villein statutes.

 1 Rof, Par/. iii. 499. : ffib. iii. 556 a.
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 Freeholders, burgesses, and, AaorribaD dictu, gentlemen them-
 selves became their victims. Then the reaction set in. I
 have little doubt myself that to a considerable extent the
 ' favour of liberty ' was a matter of self-preservation.

 There is a curious story preserved in the Parliament Rolls.
 It shows that about the middle of the fifteenth century people
 of position could be treated for years as villeins when the lord
 was a person of very high social standing.

 From the tragic story of Whithorne's wrongs i we observe
 that when the lord of the manor, in the middle of the fifteenth
 century, was a prince of the blood it was difficult for the
 supposed villein to prove his free estate, even when he was a
 gentleman and a large landowner. Such stories help us to
 understand why the burgesses and the gentlemen addressed
 their petitions to the King for the ' favour of liberty.

 Much more than a century passed, and very considerable
 persons could still be claimed as villeins, and were in danger
 of undergoing ' a hardie and extreame usage ' on the part of
 some great personage. A curious case in the 28th and 2gth
 years of Elizabeth is found in the Acts of the Privy Council.2
 On March 3I, I586, a letter was sent from the Privy Council
 to the President and Council of Marches. The inhabitants of
 Thornbury, in Gloucestershire, complained of the hard and
 extreme usage against them of the Lord StaSord, who claimed
 them as his villeins regardant to that manor.3 On May II
 a letter is addressed to Lord StaXord himself. He must
 appear before the President and Council of the Marches, and
 not leave before the hearing of the case, as he has done once
 On June I9 another letter is addressed to his lordship, the
 most interesting in the whole dossier. ' That his Lordship
 forbeare to oSer anie violence or other molestacion unto
 R. Cole, maior of the citye of Bristoll, and Th. Cole, his
 brother, by seeking to disturbe them in their trade and tc)
 sease their bodyes uppon pretence of challenging them to be

 ' Rot. Parl. v. 448-g=Pat. 25 H. VI. p. 2, m. 9.
 2 Dasent, xiv. 48, IOO, I53, I90, xv. 69, 303, 304.
 3 The evidence relating to the manor is given in my table
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 his Lordship's bondmen, seinge they oXer to aunswer his

 Lordship in lawe, and that their Lordships thincke it requisite

 that a principall officer of such a place and his brother, having

 ben both themselves and their auncestors heretofore reputed

 freemen, should not be so hardlie dealt upon anie sup-

 posicion.' Lord StaSord must report his claims to the

 Privy Council. A third message is forwarded to his lord.ship

 on July I7 ' advertisinge him of the receipte of certaine

 depositions from the Counsell of the Marches of Wales

 touchinge his Lordship's hard dealinges against divers

 supposed by his Lordship to be his bondmen, and especially

 against T. Segar and T. Smithe, whiche if they have ben such

 towardes men reputed free and to be descended of free

 parentage, as in the deposicions is conteyned,' his lordship

 must restore them their damages. Generally he must claim

 his right according to law, without threatening and violence.

 Apparently the cautious decision of the Privy Councillors

 had little eSect on the great nobleman. They write again to

 him on May 7, I587. He sent no answer to the complaints

 of the Coles and tried to seize them by force. He has to sue

 according to law and to appear before the Council. On

 November I 5 the Council's order is entered in the Proceedings

 that the case Cole v. StaSord is committed for trial to the

 Lord Chancellor, Lord Chief Justice of the Common Pleas,

 and Mr. Justice Periam. No later entry about the case occurs

 in the Acts of the Privy Council, and we do not learn its
 . * -

 oeclslon.

 In the absence of further evidence it is impossible to

 decide how much foundation there was for Lord Stafford's

 claims. Cole's ancestors may have been villeins regardant to

 the manor of Thornbury, but certainly the Mayor of Bristol

 of the end of the sixteenth century was a freeman of long

 repute and could rely on prescription. All the same Lord

 Stafford tries to seize him by force in the face of the Council

 with the probable intention of putting him into some Welsh

 dungeon, and the Privy Councillors are strangely reserved in

 their reprimands. The difference between the times of
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 Henry VI. and those of Elizabeth is very great. The Mayor

 of Bristol could hardly grow blind in a dark dungeon as poor

 Whithorne did; the Privy Councillors and the Chief Justices
 would try to release him. But ' the favour of liberty ' was a

 desirable thing for the burgesses even in I586 and I587.1

 Such cases make it perfectly clear that villeinage in the
 fifteenth and sixteenth centuries was not in all cases a harmless
 fiction, a half-forgotten survival ot the old order of things.

 Even in the peaceful routine of country life the claims of the

 old villeinage are not yet worn out. Mr. Leadam has already

 pointed out that in the sixteenth century we meet with all the
 incidents of medizval serfdom.2

 In a case of I9 Henry VI. the attorney for the plaintiff

 defines ' the esplees in a villein,' that is to say, the profit which
 a lord can make out of his villein. The definition might be
 dated in the thirteenth century. It embraces tallage at will,
 alrerage, merchet, and villein service.3 In two cases of 2E

 Edward IV. villeins are treated as mere chattels. In one an

 abbot grants a villein of his monastery to a person for a term
 of years. In another a villein was seised of a relief as of his

 property; the lord comes and seizes this relief as a chattel

 of his villein.4 In I9 Henry VIII. the defendant (the Duchess

 of Buckingham) refuses to give any answer to the plaintiffc
 because they are her villeins regardant to the manor of
 Rompney.5 Mr. Leadam has published an interesting case
 from the Proceedings of the Court of Requests in 25

 Henry VIII.6 A knight, Jorge, sent his steward to buy an ox.
 The steward went to a peasant, Netheway, and bought an

 ox of his for 26s. Netheway came to the lnight to receive

 his money. But Jorge refused to pay under the pretext that

 Netheway was his bondman. And Netheway recites in his

 1 A special action is sometimes permitted to villeins, ' pur un dread ou fear.'
 Cf. Y.B. 2 E. IV. 5, I5 E. IV. 32+I7; E. IV. 3, I3 H. VII. I7=Keilwey,
 Rep. 34, 35 H. VI. I2; Calendar of Elizabethan Chancery Proceedings, i., p. cxiii
 (I R. III.).

 2 L.Q.R.ix.348andgg. 3 Y.B. IgH.VI.32.
 4 Y.B. 2I E. IV. 5, 8I. 5 Brewer, iv. 3447.
 6 Selden Societys xii. 42-46, Netheway z. Jorge,
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 bill how Jorge was ' swerynge grete and detestable othis that

 he wolde have your sayde humble subgett his goodes For that

 he take hym as hys bondman, and that he wolde sease his

 londes that he hyld of other men and kepe them dewerynge

 his lyfe, and that he wolde fleche hym att an horse tayle and

 make hym to turne a broch in hys kechyn.' There was much

 of pure boasting in the speech of the angry knight, the

 more because, as he knew well, his rights over Netheway

 were highly controversial. One thint, is interesting in the

 case: Netheway does not deny Jorge's right to treat his

 villeins thus; he replies only that he is of free estate..

 Manorial documents aSord an even clearer insight into

 the legal and economic condition of the Tudor bondmen than

 the records of the King's Courts. Court rolls and surveys ot

 the sixteenth century describe very emphatically the seigno-

 rial rights over the persons and goods of bondmen. Mr.

 Page (who is too optimistic in his estimate of the bondmen's

 condition) remarks that in the Ramsey Abbey Court Rolls the

 old formula, ' seisire in manum domini omnia bona et catalla

 omnium nativorum istias manerii,' occurs until the very

 Dissolution.l

 When R. Pollard and T. Moyle made the survey of

 the attainted Glastonbury estates they added to the statement

 of the number of bondmen in every manor the ancient words,

 'whose bodies and goodes are at the Kinges highnes

 pleasure.) 2 The numerous Elizabethan commtssions of

 enfranchisement often contain the instruction to make an

 inventory of lands and goods of the villeins to be manumitted.

 The explanation is usually added that their property ought

 to come into the hands of the lord, that is to say, of the

 Queens as in the right of the Crown or of the Duchy of

 Lancaster.3 On August 24, I 548, Sir R. Sakevyle receives a

 1 End of Milleiszage, pp. 97, 98.
 2 Hearne, Langtoft's CAronicle=Dugdale, Monast. i. IO-2I.

 3 See, for instance, D?uchy of Lanc. Spec. Comm. I06, 6 Eliz. ' W. Parke-

 man is our villaine regardant to the manoure of Gymyngham and is seised of

 divers landes and chattels, by reason whereof the said landes and chattels ought
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 commission upon his appointment as Chancellor of the Court

 of Augmentations. The last article speaks of the manu-

 mission of villeins. The manumitted shall pay ' like fees for

 the great seall as have been used to have bene paid for

 makinge of dengzens.) I do not think that the identification

 of the two fees was a pure accident. In the mind of a Tudor

 statesman the idea of manumission easily comes to be

 associated with that of naturalisation. Certainly he did not

 consider bondmen as foreigners, but it was rather difficult for

 him to think of them as of real citizens like himself. In their

 petitions to the monarch the bondmen were allowed to call

 themselves ' true and loving subjects.' I am afraid they felt

 more the burdens than the privileges of English citizenship.

 The villeins pay the merchet under Henry VIII. just as

 they paid it in the thirteenth century. On October IO, ISI9,

 Alice Overye, daughter of William Overye, native of the lord

 of Scotter, came into the court of the manor and applied for

 the licence to marry spontaneously and voluntarily. The

 lord gave the licence through the steward, and Alice paid to

 the lord 5s. for the merchet ut in castite.2 Among the number-

 less ministers' accounts in the Augmentation Office there is

 an account of 32 Henry VIII. for the manor of Weston

 Hunts. One of the items is: ' chevage for the licence to marry

 outside etc. 2s.' 3 In the invaluable Elizabethan survey of the

 villeins of Long Bennington, Lincs., and of their lands and

 goods, there is an appendix giving many extracts from the

 Court Rolls, from 4 Henry V. onwarus, proving the villein

 status of some tenants. Five are entries of ' merchet,' and

 three of these relate to the Tudor period.4

 In theory the Tudor bondmen, like their ancestors of the

 feudal age, had no right to leave the territory of their manor

 of right to come to our handes and possession.' Cf. the numerous manumissions

 of H. Lee in Duchy of Lanc. MisceEZanea, v. I02.

 l State Papers, lWom., E. VI., iv. n. 48.

 2 Arc,zzologia, xlvi. 373 3 Dugdale, Monast. ii. 589.

 4 £)uchy of Lanc. Miscellanea, 119, fol. 9, IO, 5 H. V., 28 H. VI., 3 H. VII.,

 23 H. VII., I H. VIII.
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 without the licence of the lord, and they must pay for the

 licence. The amount of the payment for the most part is

 very small a few pence, seldom a shilling but the stewards

 insist on the due payment with more consistency than in the

 earlier days because it is very often the last tie which attaches

 an outside bondman to the manor and to the lords If a bond-

 man lived outside the manor, and left no tenements behind,

 it was easy to lose sight of him, and it was difficult to prove

 his villein status. The jurors of the manorial court depose

 pretty often that such and such was a bondman of the lord,

 but that he left the manor (or fled) many years ago, and now

 they do not know where he is dwelling or what his children

 and chattels are. The application for the licence to leave the

 manor is a clear confession of villein status, and therefore

 the lords do not allow a bondman to go away without licence.

 The bondman pays for the licence; but the amount of the

 payment, generally called chevage, was very low, and certainly

 money was the least consideration in the bargain. In the

 excerpts from the Long Bennington Court Rolls by far the

 greater part of the entries relate to outside bondmen. Many

 of them leave without any licence. Others come into the

 court and ' make fine and chevage for licence to live outside

 the manor.' They pay usually only 4d., but in 22 Hen. VI.

 ' Mr. Page considers chevage as payment for licence to leave the manor (End

 of ViZleinage, p. 92). Professor Vinogradoffcriticises this opinion in his interesting

 review of Mr. Page's work (E.I.R. xv. 778). I fully agree with the view that

 payment of chevage was chiefly confession of villein status and recognition of

 seignorial authority; but I have met no single case where chevage was paid by all

 villeins of the manor, at least in Tudor times. I put aside the rare cases in

 which free persons, chiefly apprentices, pay chevage or head-money (Scrope,
 ElistooSy of Castle Combe, pp. 22I, 245, 250). Bond persons pay chevage when

 they apply for the licence to leave the manor. I know only one exception, adduced

 by Miss Davenport, and relating to the manor of Forncett ( Trans. Roy. Zist. Soc.

 XiV. I36). But if the bondman was a tenant his lands were in poteste domini.

 The lord could seize them whenever he wanted to enforce his seignorial rights.

 As a confession of villeinage, chevage was unnecessary in such cases. A tenant

 was usually a husbandman and lived on his tenement; it was not difficult to

 trace his villein origin. But when the bondman had no lands, and went to some

 far-off place to eam his bread, payment of a certain amount of money, however

 small, for his head remained the only sign of his servile blood.
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 a bondman paid 2s.l The Crown surveyors of Edward VI. and
 of Elizabeth carefully enter the names of absent bondmen in
 the hope at some time or other of getting hold of their persons
 and goods. When the bondman dwelt in the neighbourhood
 it was possible to take him back or to make him pay his
 chevage. Three members of the Crane family were not to be
 found in their manor of Ormsby, Lincolnshire, in 36 Henry VI.
 John dwelt at Sybsay, Thomas at Stykforth; Agnes had
 fled, and where she dwelt was not known to the jurors. In
 the Court Rollof II Edward IV. I read that 'John Crane,
 native of the lord, dwells at Sybsay, and Thomas Crane,
 native of the lord, dwells at Stykford, and have placed them-
 selves in chevage and give as appears on their heads.' The
 first Court Roll is interesting in another respect: it shows
 that in 36 Henry VI. it was still possible to require chevage
 for the fugitive bondmen from their next kinsmen.2

 Fitzherbert mentions another survival of feudal conditions.3
 He says that bondmen pay more in the lord's mill than free
 persons. He knows an example where bondmen leave to the
 miller one twelfth of the meal, tenants at will one sixteenth,
 and the others from one twentieth to one twenty-fourth.

 The last bondmen did not remain indiSerent to their
 servility. Their free neighbours considered it as a degrading
 stain. It is very well known that a demand of emancipation
 of all bondmen was included in the articles of the Norfolk
 rebels. Amongst the Special Commissions of the Duchy of
 Lancaster is a curious document. A bondman of the manor
 of Shapwike begs the Queen to manumit him. ' Froward'
 persons object to him the name of bondman, and nobody
 desires to marry his children. There are some cases of free
 women married to villeins, but the petition proves that many
 free persons objected to such matches and looked down on
 the last bondmen.4 Perhaps the position of villeins, from the

 ' I)vchy of Lanc. AIisceSAavea, 119, fol. 9, IO.

 2 Massingberd, Iistory of the Pansh of Ormsby-c?cm Ketsby, 250-257 (I899).
 3 5Nneyinges P- 9@

 4 Dachy of Lastc. Spec. Comm. n. 7, I Elizabeth. Four examples of free
 women married to villeins occur in the Elizabethan survey of the manor of Long
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 social point of view, was nlore difficult under Elizabeth than

 under Edward I. Their condition had been worse in the

 thirteenth century, their life had been easier. They formed

 then the bulk of the rural population. The poorest serf

 whose property and person were at the lord's mercy could

 find many neighbours who stood on exactly the same level

 and treated him on equal terms. An average villein felt

 himself a member of the influential local community and of

 the most numerous class of the nation. It was a hard lot,

 but it was no shame to be a villein. Pitiless and ' froward '

 neighbours when working together in the open field or

 meeting in the tavern could not reproach a villein with his

 servile blood, could not laugh scornfully at his proposal

 of marriage: they were natives themselves. Then things

 changed towards the sixteenth century to the disadvantage

 of the last bondmen. They remained few and isolated, an

 undesirable reminder of the past or passing order of things

 which their happier neighbours tried to forget. It was

 natural that Norfolk bondmen persuaded Ket to insert the

 demand of their emancipation in the articles of I 549; that so

 many bondmen applied to Queen Elizabeth for manumission;

 that even more bondmen tried to conceal their servile origin

 and evaded the processes of the inquisitive surveyors. It is

 a hard thing to belong to a despised class of society even

 when it is very large; it is an intolerable hardship to be

 depised when one does not feel that many other creatures are

 subject to the same suXerings.

 It sounds like a paradox, but it is literally trlle, as many

 paradoxes are, that for the bondman of the sixteenth century

 his personal dependence upon the lord became most burden-

 some at the moment when he got his freedom. The lord had

 in theory a superior right over the person, the lands, and the

 goods of the bondman. But the lord seldom enforced his

 right without any legal inducement. I have met with very

 few cases of purely arbitrary seizure of the bondman's property.

 Bennington, lVuchy of Lanc. MisceSlanea, 1l3. The instances of abondwoman

 married to a freeman are more rare.
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 The amount of the exaction is very often ' at the lord's will,'

 but almost always there are some legal grounds for the

 exaction. Grant of freedom, manumission, was of their

 number. In my opinion manumission is the most imy)ortant

 legal form of cessation of villeinage. By far the greater part

 of our evidence about Tudor bondmen is in some way or

 other connected with it. The charters of manumission

 spoke alurays of Word of God and law of nature, of charity

 and piety, of natural equality of all human beings, and

 unnatural character of serfdom. The manorial accounts and

 surveys when dealing with manumission waste little space

 in grand words, but they often mention that the grant of

 freedom was made in consideracionem summe Aegaifis monete

 Anglie.

 Three such entries occur in an interesting collection of

 Elizabethan manumission charters relating to the Duchy of

 Lancaster.1 The same phrase occurs in five manumissions

 of I556 which were granted to the last bondmen of the

 manor of Forncett. It is probable that one of the five serfs

 paid for his freedom so high a sum as I20z.2 A royal

 commission of I 6 Elizabeth recites that many bondmen

 applied for manumission. The commissioners, Slr W. Cecil

 and Sir W. Mildmay, are ordered to make inquiry of all bondmen

 of the Crown manors in Cornwall, Devon, Gloucestershire, and

 Somersetshire. Every manumitted person has to pay for his

 charter 26s. 8d.3 A kind-hearted lord could give back to

 his former bondman the money he received for the charter of

 enfranchisement. There is an itern in the accounts of the

 Duke of Buckingham, dated March 25, T 5 I9: ' To W. Parker

 401. restored to him for a fine by him made to me, for that

 he was my bondman and made free during his life, for that

 I gave him a patent.' 4 In the register OI St. Alban's Abbey

 the remark is entered under I480 that T. Hale ought to

 l suchy of Zanc. AAiscellanea, 213 A. Johnson, A. Orbie, J. Allen.

 w Davenport, 7srans. Royal Gist. Soc. xiv. I40, I4I.

 3 Rymerx XV. 73I- 4 Brewer, iii. I285.
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 pay 40s. for his manumission, but that the fine was remitted

 in consideration of his poverty.l

 Manumission of bondmen was regarded as a regular

 source of seignorial income. In I I Elizabeth the jurors of

 the manor of High Easter, Essex, were acked about their

 customs and services. The thirteenth article of their answer

 refers to bondmen. They enumerated seven sons and two

 grandsons of the late Henry Pullen, mentioned the localities

 where they were residing, and added: 'There substaunce

 wee knowe not, but as wee thincke they are but poore men,

 and of smale substaunce, but what profitte wold be to the

 Quenes Majestie yf they were manumysed wee knowe not.' 2

 The Year Books give us an instructive case of manumission

 proving that similar opinions existed already in the begin-

 ning of the fifteenth century. The plaintiS, a recently manu-

 mitted villein, complains that the Abbot of Hide, with other

 persons, made an assault on him, and by various threatenings

 compelled him to apply for manumission, for which, according

 to the award of the arbitrators, he paid IO. to the abbot.3

 It is possible that this exaction of IO. for the compulsory

 enfranchisement was the object of the abbot's assault; but

 the manumission and the award might also indicate

 previous exactions. At any rate the lord by sheer force

 compels his villein to be manumitted and makes a good

 profit out of the bargain, and the villein protests against

 the contract which led to his enfranchisement. The very

 amount of these exactions for enfranchisement was settled

 in the middle of the sixteenth century, at least in the

 practice of the Augmentation Oflice. The payment is very

 considerable. The bondmen manumittSed must pay 'for the

 Great Seal ' a thirdpart of their lands and goods. We obtain

 here a clue to the frequency of manumissions on the Crown

 lands in the sixteenth century. The enfranchisement of the

 last bondmen was a paying policy.

 The thing was done so openly in the sixteenth century

 ' II. 2IO (RollsSeries). 2 Dnchyof tanc. Spec. Com". n. I9It

 3 Y^B. 2 H.IV. pp. IO, II,
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 that Elizabethan courtiers could receive as a special sign of

 favour from the sovereign a commission 1 to enfranchise a

 definite number of villein families on the Crown manors;

 that is to say, they were enabled to repair their fortunes with

 the payments for enfranchisement. We are indebted for our

 most important evidence about Elizabethan bondmen to a

 commission of the kind directed to Sir H. Lee.2

 On January 7, I7 Elizabeth, the Queen addressed an open

 letter to Sir-H. Lee. She recites that many bondmen belong-

 ing to the Duchy of Lancaster applied to her for manumission

 Lee is invested with the right to make a search for all

 bondmen in the duchy manors and to manumit 200 of them.

 He will agree with every single bondman about the fine for

 manumission. The enfranchisement and the corresponding

 payment are compulsory. None of the 200 borldmen chosen

 by Lee can refuse to be enfranchised or to buy his freedom

 at the price fixed by the royal patentee. If anybody declines

 to enter into an agreement Lee can seize his lands. Besides

 he can seize all lands alienated by bondmen since I0 Elizabeth.

 Upon every agreement Lee shall address a petition to the

 Chancellor of the Duchy, who will prepare the charter of

 enfranchisement.

 Lee made prompt use of the royal grant. His first

 manumission is dated February I, I7 Elizabeth. On

 June 2I in the same year he received a second patent

 empowering him to enfranchise I00 more bondmen of the

 duchy upon the same conditions. He made very many

 ' State Papers, Domestic, E. VI. iv. n. 48. Aug. 4, I548. Commission to

 Sir Richard Sakewyle upon his appointment as Chancellor of the Exchequer.

 2 The documents relating to the Lee affair are collected in a large bundle,

 Duchy of Lanse MiscelEanea, ll3, t)earing the title ' Sondrie graunts of bondmen

 and women in the nomber of 200 graunted by Queene Elizabeth to Sir Henry Lee,

 knight, with the names of those which weare by her Majestie manumised under

 the seal of this court for his benefitt etc. inferius p with a survay or certificatt of

 bondmens landes and goods in Longbenyngton.' As I am explaining in the text,

 it is very probable that this important Long Bennington survey is connected with

 the same subject. The Io2nd volume of the Miscellaneous Books of the Duchy of

 Lancaster contains copies of manumissions by Lee arranged in chronological

 order.
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 applications to the Chancellor of the Duchy for the pre-

 paration of manumission charters in I8 and I9 Elizabeth.

 On June 20 in I9 Elizabeth he addressed to the Chancellor

 a letter in connexion with the same business. He certified

 the names of twelve bondmen of the duchy and the value of

 their lands. One of them refused to enter into any agree-

 ment with Lee; the other eleven had alienated their lands

 during the last seven years. Lee informs the Chancellor that

 according to the royal patents all the said lands must be

 granted to himself in fee simple. The Chancellor had no

 objection, and the respective grants are dated June 25, I9

 Elizabeth. The latest manumission by Lee entered in the

 documents which I could find relates to 4I Elizabeth.

 It is very well known that in theory all lands and goods

 of the villein belonged to the lord. It was through the lordXs

 negligence or favour if his rights over his bondman's property

 were not enforced. But some modern writers affirm that this

 right of the lord became quite obsolete in the sixteenth cen-

 tury. Mr. Hall thinks that the lords had long ceased to make

 use of their seignorial rights, and even Elizabethan inquisi-

 tions appraising the bondmen's property are in his opinion no

 proof to the contrary.1 Mr. Page assures us that before the

 end of the fifteenth century the villein became as safe against

 the arbitrary seizure of his possessions by the lord as the

 small freeholder.2 The conditions of the enfranchisement in

 the sixteenth century must be cited against this optimistic

 view, and the instructive epi.sode of the manumissions by Sir

 H. Lee reveals to the reader the grim reality of the legal

 theory of villeinage. The lord loses all he had in the villein,

 and the price which the manumitted bondman is prepared or

 compelled to pay for the freedom is a very good criterion of

 what he gains by getting rid of serfdom. In the middle

 of the sixteenth century the Court of Augmentations required

 a third part of the villein's property as a reasonable payment

 for the charter of enfranchisement. I shall show presently

 1 Society in Elizabethan Age, 33-36 (I886).

 2 End of MiAleznage, pp. 97, 98.
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 that nearly the same percentage of the possessions of the

 -manumitted bondmen was exacted in a Lincolnshire manor

 under Elizabeth. The rights of the lord over the bondman's

 lands and goods could not be perfectly (3bsolete at the time

 when so heavy a fine was taken for the manumission.

 In the above-quoted records of the Duchy of Lancaster

 the documents referring to the manumissions by Lee are

 followed by a survey of the villeins in the manor of Long

 Bennington, Lincolnshire, dated ApriI I 8, I 2 Elizabeth.

 There are four parts ofthe survey: names of many (but not all)

 bondmen, lands of all bondmen with early values, inventories

 of movable goods of all bondmen, and excerpts from the Court

 Rolls proving the villein status of many bondmen. Many

 notes are made on the margins and between the lines in two

 later hands. The most numerous and most important of them

 are written in one hand, in the third part of the survey, and

 refer to payments for manumission. I compared the inven-

 tories with the manumissions by Sir Henry Lee relating to

 the manor of Long Bennington, and in many cases it pro^7ed

 perfectly clear that the bondmen whose inventories were

 made in I2 Elizabeth were manumitted by Lee in I7-22

 Elizabeth: It is highly probable that the notes about the

 payment for enfranchisement belong to the episode with Lee,

 and it is possible that they were written by Lee himself. He

 could take the recently made survey as a guide, and against

 every name inscribe his remarks.

 Two brothers named Gilbert, Thomas and Robert, were tEle

 richest bondmen in the manor. Robert had one customary

 mease, two oxgangs of the Queen's demesnes and half a mill

 in Bennington, and certain free lands in Foston. Besides, he

 bought the reversion of a large farm in Dodington, consisting

 of nine oxgangs and of one close, of the inheritance of

 L. Lefton, gent., to enter at Michaelmas, I 57 I, for twenty-one

 years, at the yearly payment of 3Z. He vvas worth in goods

 I991. 3s. 4d., and two persons owed him I4z. 7s. d-. He left

 two sons under age, and his chattels remained in the hands of

 his brother Thomas. Thomas sold a mease in fee simple for

 N.S. VOL. XVIT, T
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 Io1. and bought certain free lands in Upton, Notts, which

 were let for 41. yearly. In a later marginal note it is said that

 he bought six oxgangs for I601., besides he held for eight

 years jointly vvith T. Statharne eight oxgangs and three

 closes in Westborough and Dodington Fields. His goods

 were lralued at I4I. IS. 4d., but with the explanation that a

 great part of them consisted of the chattels of his late brother

 Robert, so that the same goods might be counted twice.

 Four later notes state the payments for manumission. ' The

 children of R. Gilbert to pay out of their porcion for the

 manumission IOO markes for them and all their children.'

 Even this large sum seemed insufficient to a later official who

 has added plus oportet. Thomas Gilbert was requested to pay

 601. for his enfranchisement, but again plus oporZet stands

 above the figure. Another bondman of the same nameJ

 Michael Gilbert of Long Bennington, was also very well

 oS. He held five customary oxgangs, two free oxgangs,

 four oxgangs of the Queen's demesnes, and ' one whole parte of

 milnes.' His goods were valued at 521. I 5s. 8d. A note con-

 veys the details of his fine for manumission: ' he oSered tene

 pondes, he may well pay 40 marks for him and all his children.'

 The Gilberts were among the first bondmen manumitted by

 Lee: their charters are dated April-June, I7 Elizabeth.

 More than thirty-three villein families are named in the

 survey, and the heads of seven of them are substantial tenants

 holding many oxgangs and for the most part enjoying a con-

 siderable movable property. The high percentage of well-off

 people among the last bondmen is remarkable: it occurs in

 many other places and deserves some attention. Of the re-

 maining bondmen seven or eight were considerable tenants

 holding four or five oxgangs, worth yearly thirty to fifty

 shillings. It is not in all cases possible to ascertain what

 were their movables and their fines for enfranchisement.

 Three cases are clear.

 There are very few tenants with the typical villein holding

 of a virgate or an oxgang. One held three oxgangs, two held

 one oxgang each. one only half an oxgang. One held some

 } In one case we have tbe note7 ' This is an honest pore Tnan.'
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 free lands worth IOS., and six were mere cottiers or very small

 tenants-at-will. All the rest held no lands at all and were

 extremely poor. Two of them are called in the survey

 ' very poore men havinge nothinge to live uppon ;' their

 movables were worth 5Is. and 3gs. Four more bondmen

 withoui land had less than three pounds' worth in movables.

 None of these landless and indigent bondmen were manu-

 mitted by Lee for obvious reasons.

 Many of these villeins had lost almost all vital connexion

 with the manor and the village community. It is strange

 that three of them were curates in neighbouring counties, and

 the survey, in full agreement with legal theory, makes no

 diSerence between these parsons and the other bondmen.l

 The jurors had lost all trace of one bondman. They heard

 that he was villein regardant to the manor and that he had

 died of late, but what goods he left they did not know. The

 jurors could also say nothing about another deceased bond-

 man, but a speculative search was rewarded by finding that he

 ' dyed rich by marying of a wydoo sister of Isacke of London.'

 One conclusion is certain. The economic foundation of

 serfdom, the farming of demesnes with the labour services of

 the villeins, had disappeared, and we do not hear of any week-

 work in Long Bennington. The village communitys with its

 open fields and its equality of holdings, was in a state of dis-

 integration. Many bondmen became landless paupers, and

 what they lived upon the local jurors themselves could not

 say. Others, on the contrary, concentrated in their hands a

 considerable number of tenements and held them partly in

 separate closes. The villeins continued to be called ' regardant

 to the manor,' but for many the term became a legal fiction.

 Three were parsons attached to their parish much more than

 ' W. Bainbrigg: clerk, beinge a curate of Norwiche.' The later note says:

 ' hath a manumission dated 4 Jan. I Mary cum sigillo Edwardi VI.' 'Th.

 Baynbrigge of Shortsome, clerk and curate, 3 myles from Norwiche.' The later

 note adds ' pauper. R. Rushall of Elton, Notts, curate there, and there of late

 deceased. ' He held two free meases in Foston, four customary oxgangs, and

 one oxgang of bordland. Elis sister's children were his heirs. On the vil]ei

 clergy see Litt. s. 202_Co, Lit. I35 b-Is6 b

 T 2
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 to their manor. One was totally lost sight of. The survey

 gives few details about the occupations of bondmen. Were

 it otherwise we should certainly hear} as in other places, of

 villeins who became artisans and apprentices. The seignorial

 element of the manorial system, the personal dependence of

 the serf on the lord, surv;^red on its agrarian and communal

 side. The lord watched carefully over the due payments of

 heriot, merchet, chevage, and fines for admittance. The last

 bondmen were reminded from time to time that in certain

 respects they were still at the lord's mercy. But even the

 personal element of serfdom, which proved more lasting than

 its territorial basis, underwent important modifications. The

 personal dependence of the bondman became a mere pretext

 for extortion. With the decay of demesne farming the person

 of the serf became of little importance; but it was still

 possible to get or squeeze out of him a certain amourlt of

 cash. The mark of later villeinage was that bondmen were

 compelled to give money to the lord on certain occasions,

 while free-born people had nothing to pay. But the lord was

 even more anxious to get hold of the bondmans property

 than his person. This is the reason why so many Elizabethan

 inventories of bondmen's lands and goods are preserved.

 This also explains the curious fact that the preponderant

 majority of the last bolldmen were either well off or- paupers,

 and that the ' middle class ' of villeins got their freedom at an

 earlier period. The poor remained bond because they had

 nothing to give for their enianchisement. As to the rich,

 the lords were not prepared to sell their charters of manu-

 mission; it was more profitable to await the incidents

 connected with their tenure to demand a large heriot, or

 merchet, or fine of admittance.

 Already in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries some

 villens had attained a constderable social position.' In the

 ' Three curious examples are adduced by Pollock and Maitland, i. 432.

 Professor Petrushevsky pp. 335_7, quotes another instance from the Patent Rolls of

 R. IL p. 2, m. 2I: the lord, the Prior of Ely, has impounded the cattle of John

 Reve, villein of the manor of Sutton, to the value of Iool, Instances in the
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 manor of Forncett wealthy villeins occur in the account roll
 of I378*

 In later times well-to-do bondmen become more numerous.

 In the same manor of Forncett lived the bond family Dosy.

 One Dosy died in I44t seised of 52 acres and five messuages.
 His son died in I487 seised of 60 acres. In I 500 there were

 three tenants of this name. One was poor and had but five

 acres. The second died seised of I I0 acres. Ithe third held

 eight messuages and 86 acres; his eldest son was manumitted

 in I556, and probably paid I20Z. for his charter. A member

 of another bond family in the manor held lands in I524

 which were worth yearly 401., and his two sons-in-law kept

 several servants. We have seen before how an Elizabethan

 Mayor of Bristol and his rich brother were claimed as

 villeins by Lord Stafford. The bond family of Alweyes, in

 Colern, Wilts, belonged under Henry VIII. to New College,

 Oxford. Great personages appear as suitors before the

 Warden ofthis college to treat for their manumission Sir H.

 Long, the Bishop of Winchester, the Archbishop of Canter-

 bury. In 29 Henry VIII. Cromwell himself writes about

 them to the Warden. The Warden promises to do as much as

 he can, but adds that the statutes of the College forbid them

 to alienate lands and bondmen. His further remarks show

 that one of the latter was the most considerable tenant in

 Colern. ' The chefe of the Alweyes, reve and overseer of my

 college wood, wastes the woods and conceals the rents. He

 has our best holding in Colern."

 In 9-I0 Henry VIII. in the manor of Idmiston, W;lts,

 the reeve was also a bondman. He must have been a man

 of substance, because he farmed the demesne, arable and

 meadow, amounting to 534 acres.2 In I Richard III. three

 servants of the Bishop of Ely brought a complaint in Chancery

 against T. EIunston, who, they said, in an ancient suit was

 case of Forncett occur in Miss Davenport's article in Zrans. Roy. Eist. Soc. xiv.
 I 23-I 42.

 ' Gairdner, xiii. 324, Febr. 29 H. VIII.

 2 Hoare zo. Ilundred of Alderbury, pp. 67-72.
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 proved to be a villein regardant to the bishop's manor of St.

 Gyles Tydde. When the bishop (Morton) fell into disgrace

 at Court, Hunston commenced an actiorl before the King's

 Bench, claiming from the bishop 3001. damages which he had

 suSered because he was frightened by the bishop's threats

 and dared not openly go to his business. The bishop's

 servants complain that Hunston bribed the jury when the

 issue of his villein status came before the country.'

 A most interesting example of a rich villein family

 occurs in the mtddle of the fifteenth century in the manor of

 Castle Combe, Wiltshire.2 The Heynes were large wool

 manufacturers and natives of blood at the same time. William

 died in I435, and his property was valued at 3,ooo marks.

 The homage called to verify this inquisition declared upon

 their oaths that after lhe payment of funeral expenses, debts,

 arld special bequests the remainder of the property did not

 exceed 300 marks. But the subsequent exactions of the lord

 raise a suspicion that the homage were not quite sincere in

 their verdict. The lord levied a fine of sixty marks for per-

 mission to the widow Margery Heyne to have possession of

 the remainder. In I437 Margery married Edward Jones,

 and she ought to pay Iool. to the lord for the permission to

 marry. However, the exactions did not stop there. In I442

 Margery and Edward Jones paid a renewed fine of 401. In

 I443 Margery paid another fine of 601. for the licence to

 possess her goods and tenements. She died in I455, and her

 son Thomas Heyne, to get possession of her property, paid

 41. as fine of admittance. He bought his manumission in

 I463. It seems that he paid for it 201. In less than thirty

 years the lords squeezed at least 264z. out of this family.

 The fact proves both the wealth of some villeins and the

 insecurity of their possession.

 It is curious that the title 'yeoman,' which is generally

 regarded as a special designation of freemen, was sometimes

 l Calendar of Elizabethan Chancery Proceedings, i. p. Cxiii.

 2 The story is told by Scrope in the sMistory of Castle Cotnbe, pp. 223-6.
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 applied to bondmen. Two yeomen were manumitted under
 Elizabeth.l

 Thus men of substance were more numerous among the

 last bondmen than might be supposed; but they were few in

 comparison with the paupers. The proof is to be found in

 some Exchequer and Duchy of Lancaster Special Commissions
 issued under Elizabeth. Ten bondmen were presented by

 the oaths of free tenants at Leominster in 2I Elizabeth.

 Nothing is said about their lands. One was worth in goods

 Iol., the second 61. I3S. 4d., the third 31. The rest were

 worth 'little' or 'very little,' some of them probably much

 less than 3Z. The eleventh bondman was manumitted later.

 It is suggestive that he was the only man of sufficient means

 to pay for his freedom. He held, jointly with a freeman, the

 whole manor of Assheton, worth, deducting all charges, I31.2

 In the manor of Martham, Norfolk, in I8 Elizabeth, two

 bond families of considerable means claimed manumission.

 Only one of the remaining six villein families was well-to-do.
 Four of them were extremely poor.3

 In the manor of Estherdam, Norfolk, three bondmen

 were worth very little in lands and goods. One was an

 apprentice dwelling outside the manor. The fourth family

 had some means, but they claimed to have a manumission.

 The sons left the rtsanor and became artisans. One was a

 saddler and the other a tanner.4

 We find precisely the same conditions in the manor of

 Spalding in Lincolnshire. Three bondmen were poor in
 I9 Elizabeth, but a bondwoman held four messuages with

 appurtenances; and all these lands were worth yearly I21.

 after paying all charges. It was a fortune for a peasant.5

 ' Dvshy of Lanc. MisceSEanea, lO; Duchy of Lanc, MisceZZanea, v. I02.

 2 Exch. Queen's Rem. Spec. Comm. n. 7067. Hugh Wind is the name of
 the manumitted bondman.
 3 Sb. n. I55I.

 4 Ib. nn. I637, I554. John Style died worth very little in goods and seised

 of one acre of freehold. But his son hIartin was doing well: he acquired one

 tenement and four acres of copyhold, worth, allowing for all charges, 33s. 4d.
 5 Exch Queen's Rem. Spec. Comm. n. 2046.
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 Fifteen bondmen were presented by the free tenants in

 Kingston Lacy, Dorset, in I8 Elizabeth. Six were tenants:

 two held small plots only, and the inquisition states emphati-
 cally that all these bondmen had no goods.l

 But the most striking instances come from two Litncoln-

 shire manors in I4 Elizabeth. Eight villeins remained in

 Waythall. Six are called labourers; the seventh, twelve

 years old, was in service before he feli ill; the eighth was
 probably also a labourer. All were landless. The goods

 of the richest were worth 3z. Two had no goods and lived
 from the poor-box Six had children, but the families were

 small; the largest had four children. F;ve villeins remained

 in Little Steping, all labourers. They had no lands and no

 goods. Four were bachelors; thefifthhad no issue.2 These

 last bondmen were evidently in the condition of paupers.

 The results of historical study are contained in the

 evidence used; they are given and limited by it. But perhaps
 I may be allowed to say a few words in conclusion.

 The villeins of the sixteenth century formed a very small

 part of the rural population, and in this sense, but only in

 this sense, the later lrilleinage may be called antiquated. But

 the study of the subject is by no means devoid of real interest.
 It is useful to know that the decay of the manorial system

 did not bring with it immediately the abolition of villeinage
 Personal serfdom proved to be stronger than demesne farm-

 ing and the system of village community itself The last
 bondmen did no week-work and very little boon-work or
 averagza. Often they went into towns and became artisans

 or merchants. But the heavy hand of the lord weighed upon

 them everywhere. They would have been astonished i
 anybody had told them that their seridom was a mere
 shadow of the past and a mere antiquarian survival. They

 would have pointed out that they must apply to the lord for

 licence to leaYe or to marry; that they must pay heriots and

 l Duchy of Lanc. Spec. (>omm., n. 258, membrane 2.
 5 Duchy of Lanc, Spec. Comm., n. 258, membrane I.
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 fines of admission; that the steward could in many ways

 interfere with their lives. They would have reminded us that

 for their charter of freedom they had to sacrifice one quarter

 or one third of their lands and goods, and that many a neigh.

 bour would not give his daughter to a villein's son until he

 had bought his freedom.

 Their serfdom was indeed keenly felt by the last bondmen,

 and this must be taken into serious consideration by anybody

 who desires to understand their condition. But the importance

 of the later villeinage was not confined to the bondmen. I

 have been led to it by a study of copyholds, and I am con-

 vinced that the question throws considerable light on the

 status of the copyholders. In the sixteenth century many

 freemen of to-day were the villeins of yesterday; and if we

 find so much of sad reality in the villeinage of the Tudor age,

 is it not perfectly natural to look for traces of their recent

 serfdom in the melancholy history of the customary tenants ?

 APPENDIX

 BONDMEN OF THE TUDOR PERIOD

 County Manor Date Families Evidence

 -

 Bedford- Cranfield I9 Eliz. I Exch. Q. R. Spec. Comm.
 shire n. 2046 1

 Cambridge- St. Giles I R. III. I Cal. of Eliz. Chanc. Proc.
 shire Tydde v. I, p. C. Xiii.
 - Wilburton 6-7H. VII Many Engl. kist. R. ix. 437 (Mait-

 Cornwall 2 Stoke 6 H. VIII. 2 m. Pat. 6 H. VIII. p. I, m.
 Clymynslande -Rymer, xiii. 470= Brewer,

 ie 5694

 1 In I9 Eliz. this family was almost extinct-only one woman survived. The

 manuscript custumal of the manor, kindly given me by Mr. Seebohm, shows that

 there were bondwomen in the manor in I484.

 2 I am in doubt about the manor of Tewington, Cornwall. See the well-known

 Concanen's report of Rowe v. Brenton, I67, I69, I70, I80. The tenants in the

 Ministers' Accounts of 22-23 H. VII. and of 3940 Eliz. are divided into free and

 conventionaries. The latter again are divided into free and natiacs. But as I find

 once the expression ' our natives or tenants in bondage ' (p. I80) it iS not impossible

 that these natives were personally free.
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 County Manor Date NFumb.lir of Evidence

 Cornwall Helston on I9 Eliz. 3 m. N. and Q. 5 Series, i. 36
 Trigg

 Derbyshire Holmesfield g H. VII. 2 Journ. Derb. Arch. Soc. xx.
 62, 73

 - - 2I H.VII. I --
 Devonshire Bradenyche I4H.VIII. I m. Brewer, iii. 2992, n. I4=Pat.

 I4 H. VIII. p. 2, m. I7
 - Holne 26H.VIII. I p.m. Proc. Court Requests b. I2,

 n. 7=Seld. Soc. iii. 48-591
 Dorset Warnehall About 24 9 Hearne, Langtoft, 343-388=

 H. VIII. Dugdale, i. I02I
 Shapwyke I Eliz. I I)uchy of Lanc. Spec. Comm.

 n. 7
 - Kingston Lacy 3-8 E. IV. I Rotuli Parl. v. 535 b, 6IO b

 - - I H. VII. I m. Campbell, i. 603-L. R. I88 b
 - - 6 E. VI. 2 Duchy of Lanc. Misc. b. v.

 I08, f. 4°, 43
 - - 4 Eliz. I I)uchy of Lanc. S;pec. Comm.

 n. 55
 - - 5-7 Eliz. 3 m. D. of Lanc. Miscellanea, 13
 - - 7 Eliz. 2 D. of Lanc. Spec. Comm. n.

 I22

 - - I8 Eliz. I7 2 D. of Lanc. Spec. Comm. n.
 258, m. 2

 - - I9 Eliz. I m. D. of Lanc. Misc. Books, v.
 I02

 Essex High Easter II Eliz. 7 + 2 m 3 D. of Lanc. Spec. Comm. n.
 I85 = I9t, Iw

 - - I9 Eliz. 3 4 D. of Lanc. Misc. Books, v.
 I02

 Gloucester- Alkington H. VII. I m. Berkelesy MSS. iii. 43 (John
 shire Smyth) i
 - Bath Abbey 22 H.VIII. I Harl. MS. 3970, f. 37=Cun-

 estates ningham, i. 402, n. 5
 - Thornebury 5 H. VII. I Archxologia, xxv. 32o
 - IdemandotherI3H.VIII. Many Brewer, iii. I2866

 manors

 I In this case the plaintiff's ancestor received manumission in I478, but the

 defendant denies its validity.

 a But sorrle of them were already manumitted at this time: the Mackerells and

 one of the Payne families (see in D. of Lanc Miscellanea, 2(3, their manumission of 5

 and of 7 Eliz. )

 3 But the date of manumission is not given.

 4 But out of three families only one woman, Margery (born Smith), now Poole, is

 stated to be alive.

 5 It is the description of the Hundred of Berkeley written by the old Smyth in the

 thirties of the seventeenth century. The passage is interesting: s In this manor or

 tithenge (of Alkington), and in all or most of this hundred, the lords therof have

 had divers villeins or bondservants . . . until the time of our last civill warres

 between the houses of Yorke and Lancaster; of whom I have seen many sales and

 grants by divers deeds, some of whom continued till end E. IV., and beginninge of

 H. VII.; when the last manumission was by William lord Berkeley in this manor.'

 6 Brewer gives here an abstract of the document called ' the survey of the lands ot

 the duke of Buckingham, executed.' The passages about the bondmen are these:

 4. . . In some manors are woods and bondmen. . . Of bondmen there is a good

 number in Thornebury, as appears by the court rolls.'
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 County Manor Date Families Evidence

 Gloucester- Idem and other I7 H . VI I I. I m. Brewer, iY. 2I32 = Pat. I7
 shire manors H. VIII. p. 2, m. II
 - - 28 Eliz. Many- Dasent, xiv. 48, IOO, I53,

 I90; XV. 69, 303 1
 Hampshire Manydown I345-I496 Many ma- Kitchin, Manydown, IOI-3 2

 numissions
 - Basingstoke 28 H. VIII. 2 m. Gairdner, xi. I4I7, I4-Pat.

 28 H. VIII. p. 4, m. I
 - Tytchefelde 29 H.VIII. ' Some' Gairdner, xiii. I5I
 - Hentone 30 H.VIII. S Kitchin, St. Swithun's Com-

 potus Rolls, I42 (Hampshire
 Record Series, I822)

 - Alresford and 5 E. VI. Many D. of L. Rent and Surv. -282,
 Sutton pp. I5, I6 3

 - Langestoke 6 E. VI. I D. of Lanc. Misc. B. v. I08,
 f. 8

 Hereford- Leominster 2I Eliz. II (I m.) Exch. Q. Rem. Spec. Comm.
 shire n- 7067

 Hertford- St. Alban's I465-I483 I8 m. Reg. Abbatia Sti Albani, ii.
 shire Abbey, passim (Rolls Series)4

 IO manors
 Hunting- Vireston 32 H.VIII. I Dugdale, Mon. ii. 589

 donshire
 Kent (?) Milton 8 H. IV. 5 m. Arch. Cantiana, xii. 2855

 1 The matter is obscure. The lord of the manor, Lord StaSord, ' claims many

 persons as villeins regardant to the manor of Thornebury and tries to sease their

 bodyes.' The Mayor of Bristol and his brother are of the number. The defendants

 pretend to be freemen.

 2 ' The St. Swithun's Cathedral Enrolment Book, which runs from I345 to I496,

 contains a large number of manumissions of the natives, averaging about one a year

 during the whole period. They are most frequent in the latter part of the fifteenth

 century. Kitchin (pp. IOI-I03, 222) quotes also five fifteenth-century entries about the

 particular villeins from the Court Rolls and Compotus Rolls of the manor. The latest

 quotation relates to I462.

 3 One of the articles of the survey was: Item a boke of the names of the bond-

 men and lett them be also presentyd at the court.' The surveyor, Anthony Browne,

 answered: ' Thay [=the jury] have presentyd same, but thay cannot remember all

 and as many as tary within the Lordesshypp thay have not presentyd. The names must

 be presentyd for Sutton and Hethley and Rapley at more leasure. For the names

 of them that dwell and tarye in the Libertye ar not presentydJ but only such as by

 fyne and lycens do dwell abrode and make yerelye recognicon.'

 4 I have included these manumissions of Edward IV.'s time. They show a con-

 siderable number of villeins living on the St. Albans Abbey estates during the Wars

 of the Roses, and it is by no means clear that all of them attained freedom before

 Henry VII. ' Chronica Monasterii S. Albani' does not go further than I485. It is

 interesting that there is no single manumission in I452-I464 in the ' Registrum

 Whethamstede ' (ib. vol. i.). It is not altogether impossible that Abbot Whetham-

 stede did not care to enter manumissions. But it is much more probable that he did

 not manumit the villeins of the abbey: he was a staunch guardian of old seignorial

 rights, so far as we can judge from the instructive incident with the mill in I455

 (id. i. I99202).

 5 I have made use of this early case because, considering the local peculiarities,

 he Kentish vilIeins are especially interesting. However, the Kentish origin of these

 villeins is not perfectly certain. The documellt cluoted is a manumission by wilL
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 County Manor Date Number of Evidence

 Kent Romney IgH.VIII. Number Brewer. iv. 3447
 uncertain 1

 Lincoln- Bolingbroke I H. VII. I extinct Campbell, i. 474
 shire
 - Bardenay I7 H. VII. I m. Dugdale, Mon. i. 638
 - Scotter II H.VIII. I Archrologia, xlvi. 373
 - Waithall I4 Eliz. g D. of Lanc. Spec. Comm. n.

 258, m. I
 - - I5 Eliz. I m. D. of Lanc. Misc. 13
 - Little Stepinge 2 Eliz. 8 D. of Lanc. Spec. Comm. n.

 3o
 - - 3 Eliz. 8 m. D. of Lanc. Misc. 13

 I4 Eliz. 5 D. of Lanc. Spec. tomm. n.
 258, m- I

 - - I8 Eliz. 2 m. D. of Lanc. Misc. Books, v.
 I02

 -- Ingoldmelles 2 Eliz. I D. of Lanc. Spec. Comm. n.
 20

 - - II Eliz. I m. D. of Lanc. Misc. 2,0
 - - I7-I9 Eliz. 4 m. D. of Lanc. Misc. B. v. I02
 - - Elizabeth 4 m. D. of Lanc. Misc. 20
 - Spaldinge 2gH.VIII. I0 D. of Lanc. Spec. Comm. n.

 258, m. 8
 - - I9 Eliz. 4 Exch. Q. R. Spec. Comm. n.

 2046
 - Long I2 Elize 33 D. of Lanc. Misc. ll9

 Bennington
 - - I7-22EliZ. 25 (23 m.) D. of Lanc. Misc. B. v. I02

 Norfolk Hokham 30H.VIII. I m. Gairdner, xiii. 2, I028
 Magna

 - Kenninghall 33 H. VIII. I East Anglian, iii. 377
 Davenport, Tr. R.H.S. xiv.

 Forncett I46 I4I2 2I I23-42, especially I3I-2 &

 - Martham I8 Eliz. 8 p.m. Exch. Q. R. Spec. Comm. n.

 - Walpole I8 Eliz. 2 p.m. Exch. Q. R. Spec. Comm. n.

 - Westwalton I8 Eliz. I7 p.m. Exch. Q. R. Spec. Comm. n.
 I552

 - Estderham I8 Eliz. 3 Exch. Q. R. Spec. Comm. n.
 I554, I637

 - Gimingham 4 Eliz. 2 H. Hall, IS8 (S0C. in Eliz.
 age)

 Will of Sir W. Septvans of Milton, near Canterbury: ' Item lego A. Stanford,

 J. Hamonde, R. Handerd, R. Chirche et J. Richesforde, servis et nativis meis,

 plenam libertatem et volo quod quilibet eorum habeat cartam manumissionis.'

 1 These bondmen ( R. Mors and others') are plaintiffs in the case Mors v.

 Duchess of Buckingham.

 2 This interesting monograph about the manor of Forncett gives much valuable

 information on the decay of villeinage. The number of the villein population decreases

 slowly but constantly. In I400 sixteen servile families were tenants of the manor (besides

 five other families are mentioned in the Court Rolls that did not hold any land of, but

 were villeinsregardant to, the manor). In I500 not more than eight families; ill I525

 only five; in I550 only three; and after that no more villein tenanGs are mentioned

 in the rolls. But in I563 a bondwoman purchased a license to marry, and in I575

 ' two or three ' serfs still paid their yearly chevage.
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 County Manor Date Families Evidence

 Norfolk . Gimingham 6 Eliz. I D. of Lanc. Spec. Comm. n.
 I06

 - - 8 Eliz. 2 m. D. of Lanc. Misc. 1,,
 - - g Eliz. I D. of Lanc. Spec. tomm. n.

 IS7

 - - I7-4I Eliz. I9 (I4 m.) D. of Lanc. Misc. B. v. I02 1
 Notting- Farneton I7 Eliz. I m. D. of Lanc. Misc. B. v. I02
 hamshire

 - Gringley Elizabeth I m. D. of Lanc. Misc. 23
 Oxfordshire Spellesbury 3 and 9 2 J. Jordan, Hist. of Euston,

 Eliz. pp. 3IO, 3I I ( I857)
 Rutland . Langham I7 H.VIII. I m. Brewer, ilr. I6IO, 2I=Pat.

 I7 H. VIII. p. 2, m. 6
 Somerset- Many About 24 2I5 T. Langtoft's Chronicle, ed.
 shire H. VIII Hearne (1725), pp. 343-882
 - Taunton Dean I4 Eliz. x m. Rymer, sv. 7Is=pat. I4

 Eliz. p. 9, m. I5
 - Long Ashton 23 Eliz. I m. Notes and Queries, 8 Ser.

 iX. 446 '

 Suffolk . Kelsall 3I Eliz 2 Exch. Q. R. Misc. B. v. 46,
 f. 246

 Sussex . Falmer I5 Jac. I. 3 Notes and Queries, I Ser. i.
 I39 4

 Warwick- Barkiswell 25 H.VIII. I m. Gairdner, vii. I47, s=Pat.
 shire 25 H. VIII. p. I, m. 32

 1 The bulk of the evidence in this case relates to I7-I9 Eliz. Two villein

 families were manumitted in 4I Eliz., and only one family, Kye or Collet, out of

 the nineteen is not mentioned in the evidence of I7-I9 Eliz. Out of eighteen families

 referred to in 17-I9 Eliz. twelve received manumission during these two years.

 2 It is the well-known ' survey of the lately attainted lands of the monastery of

 Glastonbury by Pollard and Moyle.' The mamlscript was in the Bodleian, Ainter

 Rot. A great part of it was printed also by Dugdale, Mon. i. IO-2I. Dugdale

 gives a larger number of villein families (227 instead of 2I5)- Ten manors are named

 separately with the following numbers of villein families: I4 + I5 + 7 + 2 + 22 + I + I

 + I7+7+ II. But the remainder of the bond population, II8 families, are not distri-

 buted by manors.

 3 It is a manumission by will. The will was made by H. Smyth, of Long Ashton,

 Somerset, on February 27.

 4 As the reference shows, the entry is already printed in iV. and Q. Being, as

 far as I am aware, the latest certain mention of bondmen by blood in a manorial

 survey, the case is of exceptional interest, and I beg for allowance to reprint the

 entry for the convenience of the reader. The passage is taken from Norden's

 manuscript ' Survey of certain crown manors.' ' There are three bondmen of bloude

 belonginge unto this manor, never known to be anie way manumissed, namely

 Thomas, William, John Goringe. Thomas dwells at Amberley, William at Pidding-

 how, John at Rottingdean. What goods they have the jurie knowe not. All poor

 men. Thomas has the reversion of a cotage now in the tenure of W. Jeffreye. But

 mee thinks this kind of advantage is nowe out of season; yet, were they men of

 ability, they might be, upon some consideracion, infraunchized.' However, it is pos-

 sible that villeins remained even later in tlle forest of Pickering (see p. 242, above).
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 County Manor Date Number of Evidence

 Wiltshire l 8 manors About 24 33 Langtoft, ed. Hearne, 343-
 H. VIII. 88 2

 - Damerham 9I0 H. I0 Hoare v. Hundred of South
 VIII. Damerham, 465

 - Idmiston 9-I0 H. 7 Hoare v. Hundred of Alder-
 VIII. bury, 67<2

 - - About 24 I8 Langtoft, ed. Hearne, 343-
 H. VIII. 88

 - Colern 29 H.VIII. I Gairdner, xiii. I, 324
 Worcester- Yardeley 3 H. VIII. I Brewer, i. I7Ig=Pat. 3 H.
 shire VIII. p. I, m. I5
 - - I H.VIII. I Brewer, iii. 2356, 7= Pat. I4

 H. VIII. p. I, m. 4
 - About the I Star Chamber Proc. H. VIII.

 same time b. 32, n. 97 3
 Yorkshire. Burstwyke 25 H.VIII. 3 Gairdner, vi. I383, 2=Pat.

 25 H. VIII. p. I, m. I6

 CASES WHERE IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO FIX THE LOCALITY

 Name ofthe Lord Date Number Evidence

 - II H. VII. I Y.B. II H. VII. I3
 Duke of Buckingham I0 H. VIII. I m. Brewer, iii. I285
 Earl of Arundel 20 H. VIII. I Gairdner, xiii. I, I263
 Butler (Somersetshire) 9II Eliz. I Dyer, Rep. 266 b, 283 4

 l In the manor of Castle Combe, Wilts, as late as I476, there were evidently
 many villeins. I read in the Court Roll of the year: ' Preceptum est nativo homagio
 ibidem habere hic ad proximam Willelmltm Newman, nativum domini de sanguine,
 commorantem cum Th. Bokeler apud Foxcote, sub pena 6S. 8d.' (Scrope, Hist. of
 CastZe Combe, p. 325).

 2 The bond families are distributed by manors in the following manner:
 6+2+2+I+I+I+I8. The manor of Idmiston {and what of Damerham?) is in
 the number.

 5 It is a curious case. One John Middelmore has taken and hidden seventy-one
 pieces of evidence proving the bond estate of the Woods. Some trick was sus-
 pected. The bailiff complains that it has been done s by roial power. '

 4 I do not adduce the last case where the plaintiff claimed the defendant as his
 villein regardant (Noy, Rep. 27 Hil. I5 Jac. I., Common Bench), because eventually
 it was found that the defendant was of free condition, though it is not quite clear
 upon what ground. Hargrave (Somersett's case, 33-4) attributes the decision to the
 want of service by the claimant during sixty years; his interpretation of the report is
 very probable, but not certain. Hargrave (l.s.) quotes two more cases of pleading
 villeinage: Coke's Entries, 406 b, Hil. I8 Eliz.; Hughes's 24br. tit. Villeinage, 23Trin.
 8 Jac. I. I could not verify the quotations. Thare are many other cases in the
 Year Books and the Reports of the Tudor age where one party to the suit is claimed
 as of villein condition. But as I do not know whether the claim be true, I could not
 use them for numerical purposes. Some of them are discussed in another connexion.
 Even concerning the only report I made use of in the text I have to state a limitation.
 It was found by the Court that the defendant became of free condition because the
 plaintiff and his ancestors had no seisin of him and his ancestors during sixty years.
 Thus the defendant ceased to be a bondman some time before the suit. I shall
 discuss in another connexion the interesting case of the Welsh bondmen,
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 DISCUSSION

 Dr. P. VinogradoS expressed his pleasure at having
 heard such an interesting communication on the subject of
 bondage in the Tudor period, especially as it augured well
 for Mr. Savine's forthcoming work on the Social Condition of
 England in the Sixteenth Century. The main and new point
 in Mr. Savine's essay was the point about the manumissions.
 Their substantial importance and influence on the disappear-
 ance of bondmen were brought out strongly in regard to the
 Tudor age. Still it would be very wrong to suppose that
 the general decline of personal bondage, which is noticeable
 at much earlier times, has to be attributed chiefly to the
 spread of manumissions. The principal cause of its decay is
 undoubtedly the progress of contractllal and commercial
 relations and the consequent mobilisation of the rural class,
 if one may use the expression.

 The frequent changes of abode, the multifaric)us relations
 based on hire, loosened the grasp of the lords over their
 bondmen and led to the evaporation of bondage and its
 characteristic marks, quite apart from formal manumissions.

 Dr. VinogradoS also suggested, in regard tc) the opti-
 mistic statements of Harrison and Sir Thomas Smith on
 servitude in England, that these statements may be partly
 accounted for by the supposition that the abovementioned
 authors had in their minds comparisons between England on
 the one hand, ancient Rome and contemporary France and
 Germany on the other.

 Dr. Seebohm, whilst acknowledging the value and interest
 of the evidence of manumissions as proof of the lingering
 survivals of serfdom, thought that the interest of the subject
 would have been greatly increased if Mr. Savine's researches
 into the connexion of serfdom with copyhold tenure could have
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 been given also, so many of the survivals of serfdom being

 connected with the tenure. He confirmed Dr. Vinogradoffrs
 view that the gradual disappearance of serfdom, except in
 isolated cases, was more the result of economic influences than
 of legislation. Happily English judges from the first had held
 that the services were fixed by custom, and applied the same
 rule to the money payments in lieu of them which between
 the Conquest and the Black Death had become general.
 The fact that the money payments were fixed at what was a
 fair equivalent for the services of the thirteenth and fourteenth
 centuries resulted in their becoming from economic causes
 by the sixteenth century a hardly appreciable charge. The
 instance was alluded to of Prince Llewelyn's dues from

 Aberfraw being roughly one sixth of the value of the cattle
 of his dependents at the time of the English conquest of
 North Wales, whereas the same; money payments in I600
 represented about one hundredth of the value of the same
 number of cattle in the prices of the iater date. The yearly
 value of an acre of land in the fourteenth century was
 commonly reckoned at 4d. per acre, but this had become a

 quite insignificant charge to the copyholder of the Tudor
 period; and we have only to contrast with the English
 copyholder's position that of the German peasant at the time
 of the Peasants' War, whose services had not been commuted,
 to understand how much our English copyholders had gained
 by the very different judicial treatment and economic course of

 things in this country. He hoped that before long we should
 have the benefit of Mr. Savine's investigations upon the later
 history of copyhold tenure.

 Mr. Leadam concurred with the opinion of the previous

 speakers that the disappearance of villeinage was only
 secondarily due to direct acts of manumission. He thought
 that the transfer of ownership at the Dissolution probably
 assisted it, the crown being traditionally in favour of liberty
 and, as the records of the two prerogative courts the
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 Courts of Requests and of the Star Chamber-show, constantly

 ready to support tenants against landlords. But Mr. Savine

 was mistaken in sllpposing that the Court of Requests was

 established to protect villeins. It was called in the time of

 Henrar VII. the ' Court of Poor Men's Causes.' Moreover

 villeins, or alleged villeins, laid complaints before the Star

 Chamber also. The volume of Star Chamber cases of the

 reign of Henry VII., published by the Selden Society, gives

 a striking example in Carter v. the Abbot of Malmesbury

 of the abuse which Dr. Page believes had ceased to exist, the

 seizure of an alleged bondman's property by a lord. In that

 case too is evidence that as early as the fifteenth century

 there was a strong sentimental dislike of bondage. Mr.

 Savine apparently identifies villeins and bondmen, an

 identification rather of the legal text writers who copied

 Roman jurists than of customary law, as his quotation from

 Shaw's ' Staffordshire' indicates. It is in the distinction

 be'tween the two that he will probably find the link between

 copyholders and bondmen. A bondman admitted to a

 customary tenancy was protected by the suitors of the

 customary court. To adopt the words of the quotation, he

 ceased, in respect of his tenure, to be in vilEenagio and

 became viAlanus. It is easy to see how, especially on the

 estates of absentees, his status soon came to follow his

 tenure.

 N.S. VOL. XVII.  u
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